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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Higher education and industry enter the 1990s with strong' in-
centives to form alliances. The combination of academic lead-
ers in search of revenue, industrialists looking for a competitive
edge, and state and federal governments attempting to restore
economic vitality has resulted in dramatic growth in industry-
university liaisons. Advocates claim that these liaisons are inev-
itable, either because refocusing academic resources toward
economic needs is needed to restore the economy and benefit
society (Public Policy Center 1986) or because to compete ef-
fectively for faculty, students, and research funds, academic in-
stitutions currently without strong ties with industry must copy
the behavior of institutions that pursue such ties.

Yet questions remain about the impact of partnerships be-
tween business and higher education, both for participants and
for society. Some opponents of these collaborative agreements
claim that moving from basic research and instruction toward
product development and marketing reduces the contribution
of academe to soc.- y and, in the long run, threatens economic
vitality (Caldert 1983). Others question the ability of colleges
and universities to foster economic growth through liaisons
with industry.

Little evidence exists to support either claims of effectiveness
or predictions of dire consequences (Feller 1988). The crucial
questions remain unanswered: Will industry-university liaisons
change academic institutions in ways that increase social and
economic benefits? Are industry-university connections cost-
effective vehicles for enhancing economic development? Will
.,cademic-industrial partnerships be another in a long line of ed-
ucati-nal fads, leaving little imprint on the social fabric')

To assist government, industrial, and academic leaders, this
mon,,graph analyzes the existing literature to provide a frame-
work for examining industry-university relationships and for
evaluating their impact on a variety of social, economic, and
educational goals. The first section describes the emergence ot
industry-university liaisons, the next four discuss ideological
agendas, motivating forces, characteristics anu typologies ot li-
aisons, and operational issues, two subsequent sections discuss
the compatibility of businesshigher education partnerships with
academic functions and the assessment of impact and effective-
ness, and the final one elaborates lessons for academic, corpo-
rate, and governmental decision makers.

Entrepreneurship and Higher Education
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Whose Ideology, Yours or Mine?
Ideolo,pcal positions often guide the debate about relationships
betwecn business and higher education. These positions, which
are influenced by beliefs about the nature of academic institu-
tions and their role in society, range from strong advocacy to
outright opposition. Advocates believe the university should
play an active role in economic development through such ac-
ti'. ities as continuing professional education. technology trans-
fer, and product development. Opponents of industry-university
liaisons either believe that the contributions of universities re-
sult from its independence from the marketplace or are not con-
vinced that academic institutions are effective vehicles for
enhancing economic growth. Regardless of ideological position,
the lack of interest in considering or calculating the costs and
benefits of industry arrangements to academic institutions.and
the concomitant lack of evaluative data are striking.

What Is the Motivation for Forming Partnerships?
State and federal governments promote alliances between busi-
ness and higher education to enhance economic competitive-
ness. The focus is on resolving the trade imbalance, increasing
productivity, ensuring that university research meets the needs
of industry, and promoting the commercialization of knowledge
gained through research.

Similarly, industries form liaisons with academic institutions
,o improve their competitive position. The most important ben-
efits are access to graduates and to faculty expertise and up-
graded training of staff, but enhanced innovation and product
development arc also important.

In considering liaisons with industry, academic institutions
are primarily motivated by financial need. Industry is a source
of potential direct revenue. Forming relationships with industry
is also an indirect mechanism for demonstrating responsiveness
to state economic development agendas, which might result in
enhanced state funding of academic institutions. Other consid-
erations focus on faculty and student needs. prestige, and pub-
lic relations.

What Types of Industry-University Liaisons
Have Been Formed?
The most visible alliances between business and higher educa-
tion are research agreements between large corporations and
prominent academic institutions. These arrangements account

IV
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for a large portion of funds given to academic institutions by
industry but for only a small portion of relationships between
them. Additional types of liaisons include research agreements
with individual faculty, donations and contributions, and educa-
tion and training programs. Other four- and two-year institu-
tions participate in many of these latter relationships.

Industry has concentrated its funding of academic institutions
in a few technical fields of particular importance to the corpo-
rate sponsorengineering, computer science. medicine, agri
culture, chemistry, and, more recently, biotechnology.

What Does It Take to Form a Liaison?
Industry and academe differ fundamentally in motivation.
goals, organizational structures, and employee attitudes and be-
havior. Resolution of these differences is crucial to establishing
and operating industry-university relationships. Keys to suc-
cessful implementation include previous experience working
with industry or academe, demographic characteristics (proxim-
ity, size, financial health, capacity for research and develop-
ment, product line/discipline), overlap of needs, leadership,
mutual understanding of cultures and missions, resolution of
potential conflicts with academic freedom, and high probability
of benefits. Keys to successful operation include flexibility of
the academic organizational structure, sufficient capacity and
resources, and match of the arrangement with the academic re-
ward structure and faculty workloads.

Is the Arrangement Compatible with Academe?
The compatibility of industry-university relationships with aca-
demic institutions of higher education varies by function. For
research and scholarship, the potential benefits of liaisons with
industry are enhanced resources and improved facilities. The
potential financial costs center on whether the additional reve-
nue generate d exceeds the additional administrative costs and
institutional subsidies required by forming liaisons with indus-
try. Other potential costs include threats to academic freedom.
less open exchange of information, disputes over intellectual
property rights, and exacerbating the split between the haves
and the have nots (Blumenthal et al. 1986).

For instruction, the potential benefit of alliances between
business and higher education is improved ability to recruit stu-
dents and faculty. The potential costs include decreased empha-
sis on undergraduate education, conflict with doctoral program

Entrepreneurship and Higher hhication v
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processes, reduced faculty attention to instruction, and lessened
student-faculty interaction (Fairweather n.d.).

Industry-university relationships that emphasize continuing
education seem compatible with the function of academic ser-
vice. Relationships that focus on technology transfer and eco-
nomic development, especially those that emphasize product
development, creation or spinoff companies: and university-
formed for-profit ventures, may conflict with academic freedom
and adversely affect the faculty workload.

The larger question of compatibility concerns the overall ml-
pact of industry-university liaisons on the academic institution.
Relevant concerns include the type of institution (hat results
from pursuit of economic development, whether or not this
evolution is effective, and whether the benefits outweigh the
costs. Assessment of overall impact is complex because a sin-
gle relationship can simultaneously enhance certain academic
functions while harming others.

What Lessons Can Academic, Corporate, and
Government Leaders Learn?

1. The nature 07 science and innovation. The transition from
idea to product :s not stra'ghtforward: Many technical in-
novations have resulted from research carried out without
commercial application in mind. High expectations for di-
rect economic benefits from industry-university liaisons,
especially in the short term, are unrealistic.

2. The myth of generahzability. Despite their widespread ap-
peal. only a few cotporations and universities have the re-
sources and expert.se for large-scale research liaisons.

3. The match between capacity and goals. The key to any
industry-university relationship is the match between ca-
pacity and capability, on the one hand, and the goals and
put poses of the liaison, on the other. The diversity of
industry-university relationships me cs this calculation dif-
ficult. In relationships involving technology transfer, for
example. determining the match between capacity :Ind
goals must take into account wnethei a particular liaison
relies on faculty and graduate students to assist industry
or whether it relies on non-tenure-track rescara staff to
pia) these roles.

4. ,frailenni Formulat;on of institutional policy can
ensure the preseryo.,on of academic goals more effec-
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tively than leaving faculty and department heads to strike
their own bargains.

5. The importance of structure. Beyond administrative con-
venience, the location of an industrially funded project in
a college or university can reinforce academic functions
by affecting faculty members' behavior. For example,
placement in an interdisciplinary research unit might
reinforce project research goals but decrease faculty in-
volvement in instruction and service. Placement in a de-
partment might reinfoice instructional goals but be less
effective for research. In either case, the location has as-
sociated costs and benefits beyond the confines of the le-
search agreement.

6. Preserving distinctiveness and identity. Maintaining nne
distance from market forces has allowed academic institu-
tions to retain expertise and capacity in fields that might
emerge again years later. If universities had closed their
engineering schools when few engineers could find jobs,
for example, the American econoim would be in much
worse shape today.

Above ail, universities should retain the capacity to do what
no other organization does as wellnamely, provide a broad
liberal education for the populace, train future professionals,
and combine research and instruction in the search for knowl-
edge. Relationships with industry that enhance other goals
without harming these basic functions may prove beneficial.
The social costs of industry-university relationships that dimin-
ish the capacity of academic institutions to address fundamen-
tal, distinctive missions may exceed the sum of their benefits,
however.

Entrepreneurship and Higher Education VII
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FOREWORD

The thought of close ties. between institutions of higher educa-

tion and industry has been greeted with both derision and ac-

claim. Whether one finds this threatening or sees institution,

industry relations as visionary. there is increased external and

internal prssure to move in this direction. To avoid disappoint-

ment, plai.1,,,rs must understand both the liabilities and assets in

such relations.
Three primary reasons given for institutions not to develop

close Llationships with industry are:

a fear that academic freedom and the ability to freely dis-

cuss and publish new discoveries will he stifled under the

need for corporate proprietary secrecy:
a fear from the faculty that such relationships will drain

money away from other missions of the institution, espe-

cially teaching in the less commercially viable areas: and

a fear of political backlash from state legislators if shell-
term economic expectations are not met.

Among the compelling arguments in support of entrepreneurial

relations between college and industry are:

increased faculty awareness to "real world probiems;
improved access by faculty and students to cutting-edge
*technology, especially in scientific and technical areas,
which cannot be developed internally because of current
institutional financial constraints;
access to industry personnel, which can be used to aug-

ment their teaching faculty;
enhanced institutional revenue by the commercialization of

faculty research discoveries:
presumed improved stature and funding for state-supported
institutions that demonstrate a positive connection between
institutional research activities and the state's economy.

In order to avoid disappointment and to maximize opportu-
nity in collegelindustry relationships, institutions need to ana-

lyze carefully what they realistically can expect to deliver.

Conversely, they need to assess realistically what they can ex-
pect to receive from industry, both in short- and long-ten.. ben-

efits. In this report, James Fairweather of the Pennsylvania
State University provides a cornprehensNe framework for aria-

Entrepreneurs !up and higher I:dim-anon XVII



lyzine the pros and cons of engaging in entrepreneurial rela-
tionships.

As the rewards are great. so too the risks are apparent and
should not be minimized. However, proper planning and atten-
tion to detail can enable most institutions to avoid the pitfalls
and achieve a beneficial relationship with selected organiza-
tions. What should not be excused is a refusal to consider this
important issue with the due consideration it deserve.

Jonathan D. Fife
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
School of Education and Human Development
The George Washington University
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THE EMERGENCE OF INDUSTRY-
UNIVERSITY LIAISONS

The 1980s might be called the decade of the "industry-
university liaison" or the "business-university partnership."
The combination of academic leaders seart.hing for needed rev-
enues, industrialists looking for a renewed competitive edge,
and state and federal governments attempting to restore eco-
nomic vitality has resulted in dramatic growth in these relation-
ships and in advocacy for them. Yet questions remain about the
impact of partnerships between business and higher education,
both for participants and for society. Will industry-university li-
aisons change academic institutions in ways that increase social
and economic benefits? Will colleges and universities (and per-
haps industry) evolve in ways not beneficial to society? Are
industry-university connections cost-effectiN e vehicles for en-
hancing economic development? Will academic-industrial part-
nerships be another in a long line of educational fads, leaving
little imprint on the social fabric?

This monograph examines the existing literature to provide a
framework for examining corporate-university relationships and
for assessing their impact on a variety of social, economic, and
educational goals. This section examines the emergence of
industry-university liaisons, including a historical perspective of
corporate support for higher education, a review of the social
and educational forces in the 1980s that have combined to
modify the nature of relationships between business and higher
education, and a discussion of the potential costs and benefits
of these relationships.

To better understand industry - university liaisons, the next
four sections discuss various ideological agendas, motivating
forces, characteristics and typologies of liaisons, and opera-
tional issues; to examine the impact of these liaisons, two sub-
sequent sections discuss the compatibility of businesshigher
education partnerships with academic functions and the assess-
ment of impact and effectiveness. The final aection elaborates
lessons for academic, corporate, and governmental decision
makers.

Historical Patterns
Corporate support for academe is not new; it originated at the
beginning of the 20th century (Hutt 1983, p. 107). Private con-
tributions to academic research started in the 1920s (Dickson
1984; Geiger 1988). Cooperation between industry and higher
education was stimulated by the Morrill Act of 1862, which
created land-grant institutions to focus on applied research and

The crux of
the argument
is whether the
changes
resulting from
partnerships
with industry
negate the
very practices,
activities, and
culture that
have
produced
such
magnificent
scientific and
technical
breakthroughs
in the past.

Entrepreneurship and Higher Education 1
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~,Rice to `,0CleR (JohIlk,On 104, pp. 15-1-7L the MO \\ orld
W.,11',. and the creation of ted,..iial agencies lik the National Sci-
ence Foundation to Lund research f Geiger 19zN,s. Johnson 1984).

Concern about the effect of eternal funihng, including funds
from industry. on academe also are not new. The potential
influence of external tundiniz on academic treedom and other
academic activities long has been recognized as a potential
pioblem. To conduct research of an significance, universities
have had to seek funding from a variety of external sources
(Geiger 1988). This dependence conflicts with the concept of
the ivory tower espoused by many leading academics:

The universities have demonstrated their willingness to do al-
most anything for money. Government and business are not
wholly disinterested in their appnuches to the universities;
they are not seelsiag the truth, but arc hiring universities to
promote the ends they hate in view. If the truth serves these
ends, it is merek a coincidence (1lutchins 1962, pp. xxi).

From this perspective. the negative consequences for academe
apply equally to federally and industrially funded research (Na-
tional Science Foundation 1982b, p. -'-; Price 1965, p. 17).

The 1980s and the Rise of Industry-Unersity Liaisons
Although corporate support for higher education has significant
historical roots. the 1980s have evidenced an evolution (per-
haps revolution) in the types of relationships and extent of the
support. Two principal causes underlie these changes; radically
different American and world economies and additior ; fictors
affecting colleges and universities quite independent from eco-
nomic issues.

Changing nature of the economy
The past two decades have evidenced a shift from an industrial
to an information economy (Bell 1973, 1979; Botkin, Diman-
cescu, and Strata 1982). Accompanying this shift has been a
dramatic increase in the rate of technological change, the inter-
nationalization of the economy, and increased competitiveness
(Kreps 1986). The competitiveness of American industry in the
world economy has diminished, creating the perception of a
nation economic crisis (Hatsopoulos, Krugman, and Sum-
mers 1988):

2



The traditional orthautal base has eroded, creating a need
for alternative policies to assist "17131 belt " states un diersi-
nng their economies. The United States no longer domi-
nates the production of high-technology goods nor the
technical disciplines that underlie this production. Instead,
Japan, Korea, and others are actively competing for leader-
ship in the forthcoming technologically oriented economy
(Fairweather n.d.).

The "new economy" differs from the industrial economy in
several ways. Industry is required to invest more heavily in re-
search and development and to take a longer-term view toward
profit (Choate 1986, p. 14). Most new jobs are now located in
small businesses and technology-based companies rather than in
large manufacturing corporations (Swanson 1986, p. 24). Hu-
man capital has become central to the information economy
(Hersh 1983, p. 6), a concept that includes addressing man-
power shortages in key fields; providing enhanced technical
training for the work force; enhancing literacy, remediation.
and training in basic skills; and addressing the underrepreseita-
lion of women and minorities (Public Policy Center 1986;
Smith 1986, p. 65).

Views about the process of innovation also have changed.
Traditionally, innovation was seen as a linear process with
clearly distinguished rotes. Basic research was the domain cf
the university. Findings from basic research led to applied r>
search, which led eventually to development, marketing, ani
dissemination (Bush 1945; Noble 1977).

The linear model has been found inadequate. Experience
shows that innovation is not linearnor are roles always
clearly distinguishkle. For example, although colleges and uni-
versities account for the majority of expenditures for basic r2-
search (48 percent), industry also contributes significantly (:0
percent). Similarly, industry accounts for most of the expendi-
tures for applied research (65 percent), but academic contribu-
tions are also significant (11 percent). As expected, industry
dominates expenditures for product development (National Sci-
ence Board 1987, pp. 77-78).

Another change in attitude toward the process of innovation
concerns the length of time required to translate university-
based basic research into a useful product. In the :last, this pro-
cess has been characterized as too slow to benefit the economy:

Entrepreneurship and Higher Education 3
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When the use of basic research findings in industry involves
a gap of up to twenty years, it is moot whether one can
speak of a university-industry interaction in any meaning it
sense (Johnson and Tornatzky 1981, p. 48).

More recently, industrial and academic leaders have come to
consider the time period between basic research and product
development as considerably shorter.

Factors affecting higher education
Institutions of higher education are perceived as relatively slow
to respond to changes in the economic environment. This criti-
cism is particularly aimed at public universities, which incorpo-
rate public service as one of their missions (Dressel 1987). In
all postsecondary institutions, the responsibilities for transmis-
sion of culture, preparation of educated citizens, training of
professionals, and production of knowledge thr( Jgh scholarly
research coexist uneasily, often conflicting within a single insti-
tution (Bowen and Schuster 1986; Boyer 1987; Cole 1982;
Geiger 1986; Study Group 1984). Exacerbating this conflict are
institutional perspectives, which focus on campus responsibili-
ties, and disciplinary perspectives, where faculty are driven by
the concerns of disciplinary peers often outside their own insti-
tutions (Alpert 1985). Over time, these conflicts of organiza-
tion, perspective, and mission have re,ulted in an "alarming
disintegration of consensus about purpose" (Ashby 1971, p. 4),
"especially about the relative importance of the varied higher
education functions in society" (Fairweather r.d.).

Land-grant institutions especially have been criticized for
their lack of responsiveness to social and economic needs:

The pervasive attitude in our land-grant universities [is] that
applied work is not important; publishing for professional
peers and consulting for the highest-paying firm or govern-
ment agency are the priority tasks (Schuh 1986, p. 6).

The single-minded emphasis on "moving up the prestige lad-
der" and the focus of the academic reward structure on re-
search and scholarship have reinforced this perceived refusal to
address societal needs adequately (Alpert 1985; Bowen and
Schuster 1986, p. 150; S(110 1986, p. 6). Some critics have
called for the renewal of university participation in society akin
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to that envisioned in the original Morrill Ac, of 1862 (Diman-

cescu and Botkin 1986, p. 12; Schuh 1986, p. 6).

Concern also has ' raised about the perceived decline in
the quality of higher education programs. Several eminent aca-

demicians have called for improvements in undergraduate in-
struction (Bowen and Schuster 1986; Boyer 1987; Cole 1982;
National Science Board 1986; Study Group 1984). Others are
concerned about the stabilization and in some cases decline in
resources made available to postsecondary institutions (Bok
1982; Boye 1987; BusinessHigher Education Forum 1984).
Of special concern is the decline in real dollars of federal con-
tributions to academic research (National Science Foundation
1984a, 1985d), which has affected the quality of laboratory fa-
cilities and equipment and academic programs (Mai 1984; Na-
tional Research Council 19851,, pp. 21-22; Peters and Fusfeld

1983):

What these data imply is that for the past 10 years the insti-
tutions of higher education have been balancing their budget
by omitting certain desirable expenditures. . . . The critical
question is the character and impact of these omitted expen-
ditures: To the ate that they were inefficiencies, budget
"fat," or unnecessai;. frills, the tight budget situation pro-
vided a desirable result: to the extent that they involved the
elimination of essentia' .nrograms, reduced the effectiveness
of instruction and resei.(ch, or otherwise affected adversely
the quality of education is clearly a matter for concern. An
examination of the facts suggests strongly that the omissions
have fallen much more in the latter category than in the for-
mer (BusinessHigher Education. Forum 1984, p. 8).

The new infrastructure
For.many parties, these forces have combined to change the
view of academe as a passive contributor to the economy, prin-
cipally through the training of students, toward the perception
of the university as an active resource in redressing economic
ills (Bach and Thornton 1983; BusinessHigher Education
Forum 1984; "Business and Universities" 1982; David 1982;
Dickson 1984; Feller 1986; Johnson 1984; Kenney 1986; Lyn-
ton and Elman 1987; Mai 1984; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Pub-

lic Policy Center 1986). Given the educational orientation of
the evolving economy, including the need for enhanced human
capital and for research and development, many argue mat the
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iew of academe as a detached entity is no longei sufficient
(Omura, flenton, and Mel% the 1988; Cross 1981; Dimancescu
and Botkm 1986; Kreps 1986; Linton and Elman 1987; Public
Policy Centel 1986):

From this vultpouu. linivervilles must shift front the accumu-
huum and interpretation of basic knowledge toward active
dissemination and provision of technic al assistance; that is,
academe should be responsive to the various external clients
aircrew(' in the knowledge generated by unnersay faculty
and staff (Fairweather n.d.).

Industry-university relationships
Public-private partnerships increasingly have become the vehi-
cle of choice for promoting economic growth, whether through
technology transfer or the creation of new technical companies
(Brooks 1984, p. 10). Industry-univetsity liaisons are an impor-
tant subset of piiblic-private partnershipsidvocated in both
the United States and its international competitors: Belgium
(Declerq 1979). Canada (Buchbinder and Newson 1985),
China (Bernstein 1986). France (Bernstein I 986 ), tine Federal
Republic of Germany (U.S. Department of Commerce 1980),
Great Britain (Bernstein 1986; MacKenzie and Rhys Jones
1985; Michel 1985), and Japan (U.S. Department of Com-
merce 1980).

Federal agencies have encouraged links between industry
and institutions of higher education through grants and con-
tracts (National Research Council 1985b; National Science
Board 1986: National Science Foundation 198'2; Praeger and
Omenn 1980).

oNanizations and institutions are developing pro-
gr.ons (such as the Semiconductor Rest chi Corporation and
the .Vanonal Science Foundation's Engineering Research
Centers, designed to foster closer nes between engineering
«rIleges and II:thistly. More -.itch creative and innovative
programs of a specific natre ale needed to strengthen the
bond between engineering schools and industry (National Re-
search Council 1985h. pp. 13-141.

State gmenunents al-o has e encouraged net eased ties be-
tw eel) business and higher education (Omuta. Kenton, and
Nick tile 1988; Public Polick Ccntei 1986; Watkins 1985). The
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Ben Franklin Partnership in Penns is ama, as one of many eN,-
ample,. encourages unisersnies to 5%ork with indusns to form
new companies, increase employment, and impime the transtet
of technology (Corporation for Penn State 1986: I mon and

Elman 1987).
The underlying philosoph is that iik.ustr -um% say collabo-

!anon can enhance the competimeness of the \meth:an econ-
onlY (Bach and Thornton 1983; National Research Council
19851). pp. 13-14: National Science Board 1956, pp. 4-5).
This viewpoint has become dominant In 111,1th giwerninelit, in-

dustry, and academic Lucles:

Overall, resen anon, «nuerntng the approprtateneN s OP ("-

fa UeneSS Of ClOSr 5115 ulluhur tinen have
been tabled in the 'newt!! 'wean! tit '7)051111e sum aspoa-

.sPeeter, of hnn.,f-term economic de( line, and program-
matic. advocacy (Feller 1985, p. 2).

The academic - industrial response. Unis eismes and industry
have responded to these pressures. Between Ik)82 and 1985. the
number of research and development Lonornd between indus-
try and academic institutions increased five times (Dimaneeseu
and Botkin 1986); almost all of the major industry-tloWerty
research consortia were established since 1979 (Dimancescu
and Botkin 1986; Fowler 198-1. p. 38). A 1982 study found
that one-half of 463 industr-universn relationships actively
working in 1982 were new within three years (Peters and his-
feld 1983, p. 2(1). and a ;986 suRey of 3(1(1 four -ear postsec-
ondary institutions indicated that 97 percent plan to initiate
activities related to economic development (Public Polies Cen-
ter 1986. p.

Although contributing onis t, peiL cot of the total, industry

the fastest-glowing souice of sup(', it tot academic research and
development. The contributions born induby zo,, from .s.to
million in 1%0 to 567(( million in I9s- ,eicaLe

Board 1987, pp. 78. 2-13---1-1). The top 28 research urns
have doubled the research funds ieLeised from industry in the
past decade (Geiger 1988). Other indications of greater
ration include increases in article', authoied iounk by academe
and industlial scientists: tumeismes' pursuit of patents, long-
ten) industrially funded academic iLsearch: um\ eisines. pursuit
of industrial funding; orgamiational atiangcments for re,,CaT(. h.
and funding targeted bit industr-anwersit paittkiships b d-
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et,d, state, and local governments (Geiger 1988: National Sci-
ence Board 1987).

Unclear boundaries. The response by business and higher ed-
ucation has not been limited to Joint relationships. Each has
pursued economic development independently, resulting in a

less distinct boundary between academe and industry.
One such area is education and training, which no longer is

the distinct province of the universities:

Life on the frontier is of necessity going to be more interac-
tive for education providers. Formerly parallel paths are al-
ready merging and intersecting and in general behaving in
thoroughly unparallel ap (Cross 1981, p. 6).

In-house corporate education and training is now a major force
in postsecondary education, receiving about the same invest-
ment as all of higher education (Aslanian and Brickell 1981, p.
18: Craig and Evers 1981; Enrich 1985, p. 6). In addition, in-
teractive vehicles like college apprenticeship programs further
blur the boundaries between academe and industry. An automo-
tive mechanics program, for example, might be offered by both
a community college and a local company (Gold 1981, pp. 14-
15). And at least 18 corporations now offer degree-granting
programs in separate institutes, including the Rand Graduate In-
stitute, the Arthur D. Little Management Education Institute,
the G.M.I. Engineering and Management Institute, the DeVry
Institute of Technology, the National Technological University,
and the Wang Institute of Graduate Studies (Enrich 1985, pp.
88-05).

These trends are reinforced by the change in the flow of
human resources. The traditional path from college to work
no longer dominates patterns of enrollment. Instead, new pat-
terns are characterized by adult learners returning to school
after participating in the work force and by practicing profes-
sionals receiving additional training while working (Gold 1981,
pp. 16-17).

The overlap is not limited to industry's mimicking academe;
several universities have formed companies to develop and
market products. In biotechnology, as one example, entrepre-
neurship by academic institutions and faculty is accepted and
encouraged (Culliton 1981; Kenney 1986; Wofsy 1986).



Complementary or Conflicting?
The overlap of activities, initiation of partnerships, and oc-
casional competition between academic instituticns and indus-
try mask a more subtle shift tc,var,1 similar behavior and

objectives:

The current patterns, aivi certainly the trend-setting innova-
tions, go far beyond cooperative partnerships between busi-
ness and colleges: They reflect the adoption of similar
objectives; the overlapping of functions; the copying of or-
ganizational structures; the appointment of counterpart per-
sonnel; the emergence of colleges as companies, companies
as colleges; and the proliferation of academic corporations
and corporate colleges (Aslanian and Brickell 1981, p. 18).

Arc such changes desirable? Despite increased support for al-
liances between business and higher education, some observers
caution that the costs of such liaisons to universities and to so-
ciety may exceed any direct economic benefit ("Business and
Universities" 1982, p. 58; Kenney 1986, p. 31). The crux of
the argument is whether the changes resulting from partnerships
with industry negate the very practices, activities, and culture
that have produced such magnificent scientific and technical
breakthroughs in the past (Association of American Universities
1986, p. 39; Caldert 1983, p. 25; Culliton 1981, p. 1195):

To maintain watchful concern for the health of these rela-
tively few institutions research universities) does not
require blindness to their faults or unrelieved admiration for
all of their works, only a sense of how eviraordinary it is to
have a set of institutions whose net social value is so great
and how difficult it is to repair serious damage to them (Ro-

senzweig and Turlington 1982, pp. 1-2).

Amc ng the arras of concern are threats to institutional auton-
omy And academic frccdom, including choice of research topic
and open distribution of research results (Caldert 1983, p. 27).
Some commentators argue that academic freedom is related to
the substantial social benefits derived from academic research;
threats to acaderni,:. freedom might be counterproductive to eco-
nomic development (Rosenzweig and Turlington 1982, p. 6).
Others argue that the apparent merg;ng of academic and indus-
trial interests through various administrative arrangements is il-
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lusory; academic and corporate values must at their heart al-
ways conflict:

The complementary nature of these [industry-university] ac-
tivities, however, simply throws into relief the basic differ-
ence between universities and industry: the academic
imperative to seek knowledge objectively and to share it
openly and freely; and the industrial imperative to garner a
profit, which frequently creates the incentive to treat knowl-
edge as private property (Giamatti 1983, p. 5).

A proposal in the early 1980s to establish a for-profit ge-
netics engineering corporation at Harvard University summa-
rizes the pros and cons of academic-industrial connections. The
proposal eventually was rejected but the appeal of the arrange-
ment was substantial and the eventual outcome left in doubt.
The proposal was rejected because of concerns:

(1) that academic discussion could be impaired because of
commercial competition; (2) that professors and graduate
students might shirk academic duties and interests to pursue
commercial ones; (3) that the administration's authority to
protect its academic interests might diminish; and (4) that
Harvard's reputation for academic integrity might be dam-
aged by even the appearance of conflict between its aca-
demic and financial interests. The university administration
emphasized, however, that it badly needed additional sources
of fielding to strengthen the university's teaching and re-
search and that it would continue to explore similar propo -
als (Weiner 1982, p. 87).

Indeed, in subsequent years Harvard actively has promoted the
use of limited partnerships for the commercialization of results
of biological and pharmaceutical research.

Who is right, the advocates or the opponents? The cautious
advocates, who argue for careful management of industry-
university alliances while supporting the goals of these rela-
tionships? The cautious opponents, who argue for close mom-
toritIg of existing liaisons while opposing new initiatives? Is a
situational solution the answer: industry-university partnerships
work under specific conditions but not others? Given the re-
spective problems of increased competitiveness and declining
resources, call icklustly and universities be expected to behave

10
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in ways other than those encouraged by proponents of part-
nerships?

These questions are not easy to answer. The literature is de-
voted to anecdotal success stories; failures are seldom de-
scribed, making comparative analyses difficult (Feller 1986,
1988; Long and Feller 1972; Nelson 1982). Moreover, the
literature is dominated by philosophical arguments and dis-
agreements; the lack of evaluative data is glaring (Bach and
Thornton 1983, p. 31). And little evidence exists to indicate
whether industry-university alliances actually produce cost-
effective economic benefits.

At this point, the best approach is to increase our under-
standing of the motivations for forming partnerships and of the
different formats of academic-industrial liaisons. Data suggest-
ing the extent to which these liaisons might affect academe, in-
dustry, and economic development also are useful, as is an
elaboration of alternative mechanisms for assessing industry-
university partnerships. This preparatory information is crucial
to making recommendations for academic, corporate, and gov-
ernment leaders concerning industry-university relationships.

Entrepreneurship and Higher Education 11r -
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IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL AGENDAS

Little evidence exists to support or contradict claims about
the effectiveness or impact of the newer industry-university
research relationships. The little data available on the out-
comes of these relationships raise questions about their cost-
effectiveness for universities (Blumenthal, Epstein, and Max-
well 1986) and about the ability of academic institutions to
enhance the competitiveness of industry (Slaughter n.d.; Stan-
kiewicz 1986). Even descriptive data are limited. Of the litera-
time reviewed for this monograph, 12 works could be classified

as descriptive studies (Brazziel 1981a, 1931b; Burdette 1988;
Chmura 1987; Day 1985; Fowler 1984; Haller 1984; Johnson
and Tornatzky 1984; Larsen and Wigand 1987; National Sci-
ence Foundation 1982b; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Zinser 1982).
An additional four are research-based legal analyses (Fowler
1982-83; Hutt 1983; Reams 1986; Tate! and Guthrie 1983).
In addition to ann:ial reports from spinoff companies, which
might contain data useful in evaluating industry-university
partnerships (e.g., Corporation for Penn State 1986), only
eigh, studies directly examined effectiveness. impact, and other
outcomes. For three of these "evaluations," the links between
data gathered, analyses, and recommendations are unclear
(Dimancescu and Botkin 19' "; Kenney 1986; Public Policy
Center 1986), making the usefulness of results problematic.
Only five evaluation studies clearly connected data collection,
analyses, and recommendations; of them, one is a qualitative
study of a small sample of universities and departments (Rich-
ter 1984), one is a historical assessment of a university-based
research corporation (Blumenthal, Epstein, and Maxwell
1986), one is a macrosocietal critique of business-university
liaisons (Slaughter n.d.), one is a survey of the participants in
the National Science Foundation Engineering Research Centers
(U.S. General Accounting Office 1988), and one is a national
survey of biotechnology faculty (Blumenthal et al. 1986).

The majority of the writings on industry-university relation-
ships are "position papers" based or. personal experiences or
second- and third-hand data and distinctly ideological in focus.
Even some of the research-based literature (e.g., Johnston and
Edwards 1987; Public Policy Center 1986) and findings based
on substantial personal experience at a specific campus (e.g.,
Bok 1982) are strongly influenced by beliefs about the nature
of institutions of higher education and their role in economic
development (Teich 1982, p. 104).

Uhderlying the ideological positions are significant political

The most
striking
impact of
these
ideological
and political
agendas is the
lack of
interest in
evaluating the
effectiveness
of industry-
university
research
relationships.
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agendas for corporations. academic institutions, and state and
federal governments. Many of the strongest advocates of in-
creased federal and state goernment investment in business-
university liaisons. for example, are chief executive officers of
the organizations most likel to benefit from such an invest-
ment (Slaughter n.ct.). The most striking impact of these ideo-
logical and political agendas is the lack of interest in evaluating
the effectiveness of industry university research relationships
and of asking whether the imestment is worth the cost to um-
versity, corporate, and governmental investors.

A continuum of ideological positions regarding industry-
university liaisons ranges from strom advocacy to advocacy
with recognition of management and legal concerns to caution
with little belief in positive benefits 1J opposition. The advo-
cates outnumber the opponents: few ate in between the two
extremes.

The Athocates
The advocates of industry-university liaisons consist of three
sources: government: academe; and a broad coalition mat
includes industry. nonprofit oanizations. and national asso-
ciations.

Government
In the past decade, federal (National Research Council 1985a,
1985b, 1985c, 1985d: National Science Board 1986; National
Science Foundation 1982b) and state (t mura, Henton, and
Melville 1-88; Lynton and Elman 198i; Public Policy Center
1986) governments have advocated the use of alliances between
business and higher education to promote economic growth:

Afore extensive and closer relations between industry and
academe are potentially beneficial to all parties. For um-
tersuies, they offer exposure to marketplace needs, diversi-
fication of funding sources, and atailabihty of modern in-
stnimentation, each of which can improve the soundness
and broaden the scope of research. bulusoy benefits when
its relations with academe help sustain and augment the flow
of graduates and the scientific base supporting commercial
teihnolok. These results contribute to the economy and
security of the United ,Suites (National Academy of Sciences

p. 10).
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The increase in state im est Aent to prOnlOte tech nologs trans-
fer from university to industry has been especially visible
(Feller 1986, 1988; National Acadenw ot Engineerint, 1988;
Skocpol 1985: Slaughter n.d.; U.S. Ottice of Tecnnolop s-
sessment 1984). and the principal tocus has been on high-
technology disciplines: particularly in science and engineering
(National Research Council 1985b; Oftice ot Science and Tech-
nology Policy 1986). Indeed, the state focus has been so exclu-
sively on promoting economic des elopment through high tech-
nology that its ins olvement can be interpreted as an attempt to
"order the claims. interest, ind energies of the higher educa-
tion policy formation process'' (Slaughter n.d.).

Academe
The academic advocates consist of those who believe the mis-

sion of their institutions includes a strong role in economic de-
velopment, those who criticize current academic practics, and
those who claim that academie institutions must adjust to meet
their competitors ssho form liaisons with industry. Community
college leaders and administrators from some regional compre-
hensive colleges and universities are among the first group,
claiming that the mission of their institutions is directly tied to
the local and regional economy (Day 1985; Hurwitz 1982;
Lynton and Elman 1987; N1cNIullen 1984; Parnell 1986; Par-
nell and Yarrington 1982; Public Policy Center 1986). The
second group advocates increased attention by academic in-
stitutions to societal needs (Cross 1981; Lynton 1981; Schuh
1986). Recommendations include increased flexibility in the
provision and adaptation of instruction, including incorpoidtion
of industrial staff into curricular decision making (Lynton '981,
p. 14). Also included are calls for dramatic changes in faculty
attitudes to respond to industrial needs (Azaroff 1982. p. 33)
and for colleges and umsersines to play a direct role in tech-
nology transfer (Lynton and Elman 1987, pp. 1-2).

The final group advocates forming liaisons with industry to
maintain their competitive status w ith sarious constituencies.
For these advocates, relationships with industry are crucial to
obtain the necessary funds and visibility to attract and keep tal-
ented faculty and students. Also important for public institu-
tions is demonstrating responsweness to state initiatives for
technology transfer. which may attect funding for colleges and
universities (Feller 1988).

These arguments, wheiliei anoLd at instru,tion or te::" .1-2y
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transfer, are based on the image of academie institutions as ac-
ti\ e participants in society. This persp.'ene is directly opposed
to the concept of colleges and unixersines as ivory towers re-
moved from external pressuies. To these critics, the image of
an ivory tower is nonproductive and. in reality, a myth:

Inv university that insisted (in ab'olute academic freedom,
iswrout any hnutatun'c or restrictions, could be obligated to
decline most governmental, philanthropic, and corporate
funding (Hutt 1983. p. 109).

Industry, nonprofit organizations, and associations
Many industrial leaders are advocates of increased ties with ac-
ademe (Aerospace Industries 1983; Battenburg 1980; Brans-
comb 1984; David 1982: Lyon 1982: Stauffer 1979). For some
corporate leaders. the emphasis is on enhancing competitive-
ness and profit by obtaining public subsidies for industrial re-
search and development (Slaughter n.d.). Other industrialists,
how ex er. look beyond their own companies and argue that
industry-university partnerships enhance the good of society.
Some industrialists have supported corporate funding of basic
research in addition to more narrowly targeted applied research
and product development (Lyon 1982). Others have recognized
the importance of the university as a producer of the graduates
who form the technical work force for corpoi ate research
(David 1982).

As explored in later sections. these distinct industrial objec-
tives increased competitiveness or profit on the one hand and
support for basic research and training of students on the
otherare supported by quite different funding mechanisms.
For example, narrowly defined research agreements to support
applied research may be des eloped to enhance competitiveness.

hereas less restrictive corporate donations might attempt to
enhance the more traditional academic goals of basic research
and training students. It is not at all clear whether these objec-
tm es and their corresponding funding mechanisms are compati-
ble with a variety of university and even corporate goals.

Several national associations, nonprofit research organiza-
tions, and other interested parties also have advocated stronger
links between business and higher education (Bach and Thorn-
ton 1983; Public Policy Center 1986; Smith 1986: Stauffer
1986; Theede 1985). As one example, in 1978 the American
Counril on Edt!c.mon formed the Bui,iney, Higher Education
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Forum to promote industry-university cooperation (Dickson

1984, p. 87).
The principal focus of advocate3 from industry and nonprofit

organizations also has been to ensure the vitality of the econ-
omy (Hurwitz 1982; Vault( and Kukich 1985. p. 388). With
few exceptions (e.g.. Public Policy Center 1986), the positions

espoused by this group of advocates are not based on research

results.

The Opponents
One group of opponents to industry-university liaisons believes

that the university has contributed sumincantly to society be-

cause it has remained more or less) removed from the pres-

sures of the marketplace (Buchbinder and Newson 1985; Dick-

son 1984: Noble and Pfund 1980). From this perspective, ex-
ternal pressures that reduce university autonomy harm society:

Mien du' university and industry become partners. the enure
society is endangered, fin- the demise of the university as an
independent institution It ill lead to the crippling of the tradi-

tion of an independent tuuversu (Kenney 1986, p. 246).

For these opponents. the missions of academic institutions and

industry are fundamental') in opposition; formal mechanisms to
form alliances cannot alter this conflict:

Put quite simply. the proper functions of unit ersuy research
are inconsistent with the profit motives of the prIlc intestor
and a mere "code of etiquette" for the zliversit tt ill not

suffice. No set of procedural safeguank could eradicate the

basic substantive tnconsistency (Calder 1983. pp. 30-31).

These opponents of industry-university liaisons have elabo-

rated potential areas of conflict, ranging from academic free-

dom to faculty behavior (discussed in subsequent sections). As
with the advocates, little data exist to support or contradict

these concerns.
A second group of opponents to business-university research

liaisons questions the effectiveness of such relationships for

economic development. The principal tuizument for this group

is that universities are not efficient or effective direct contribu-

tors to economic growth (Blumenthal, Epstein, and Maxwell

1986; Feller 1986, ivoo, Nelson 19M, 198;)). in ad
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dition, the economic return of these liaisons for the university
itself is questionable (Blumenthal, Epstein, and Maxwell 1986).

The Moderates
The lack of empirical information, which tends to moderate
views by supporting .-,r rejecting (or at least illuminating) com-
peting hypotheses, is partly responsible for the limited number
of commentators taking less ideological positions about
industry-university relationships. In this group, statements
about the ties between business and highe- education emphasize
the need for careful assessment (what might be gained and lost)
and for reasonable expectations (As laman and Brickell 1981,
pp. 18-19: Rosenzweig and Turlington 1982). Perhaps most
significant, the moderates recognize the effect of ideology on
how industry-university relationships are judged:

In large part, how one assesses the impact lof industry-
universu1 relationships) dtpends on how olu.' perceives the
nature of the university in ge,iel al. It may well be unrealistic
to assume that the university .ould be, or should be, "hn-
pinual or a tepository of neutral competence. Biases find
their It ay into academic work, although the imprint of bias
is not always obsums. :Inv academu Ingum, including scl-
enutu and technical research, involves a multitude of
choices anunig cornpeang Interests, methodologtes, and
1 lewpoints (Ashford 1983, Pp. 19-20).
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MOTIVATING FACTORS

Industry, institutions of higher education, and their "silent"
partners, state and federal governments, are motivated to coop-

erate for a variety of reasons. These motivating factors vary
substantially between government and industry on the one hand
and academe on the other. Substantial variation in the motiva-
tions for collaboration also exist within each constituency, al-
though in each case a single motivation dominates.

Government
The principal motivation of the federal government in promot-
ing alliances between business and higher education is to in-

crease the competitiveness of American industry and to restore
the United States to a dominant (or at least equal) position in
technologically oriented disciplines (Geiger 1988; National Sci-
ence Board 1986; National Science Foundation 1982b). In
broad terms, the federal government seeks to make "this con-
siderable public investment in research more available for
the development of useful products and processes and even-
tual commercialization" (National Science Foundation 1982b,

p. 17).
In advocating industry-university liaisons, the focus of fed-

eral policy is to resolve the trade imbalance, increase produc-

tivity, ensure that university research activities meet the needs

of industry, increase the transition from basic research to prod-

uct development, and establish a coherent national research and
development plan (Feller 1988; Gavert 1983; National Acad-
emy of Engineering 1983; Schmitt 1986). Preferred vehicles for
promoting industry-university collaboration are legislation (e.g.,
change in patent laws) and targeted programs, such as the Na-
tional Science Foundation's Engineering Research Centers (As-

sociation of American Universities 1986; Haddad 1986;
Schmitt 1986).

State governments also desire to enhance their economic po-
sition, although sometimes at the expense of other states. Some

state economic development plans, for example, seek to attract
existing industry from other regions (Dowling 1987; Public
Policy Center 1986). In this context, state and federal perspec-
tives may clash. When one state "wins" and another "loses,"
the states have contrasting views about the outcome; the

federal view is that existing resources have been redistributed
but the overall economic capacity of the nation has not im-

proved. For this reason, federal programs are more likely to en-

The primary
motivation for
industry to
form
partnerships
with
institutions of
higher
education is
to fulfill
requirements
for human
capital.
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couiagc states to build new industlies lather than to attract
corporations from neighboi mg states.

Nlany state go\ ernments also include the creation of new
companies as a goal of economic development (Doss ling 1987,
p. 261). Industry university partnei ships are viewed as mecha-
nisms t, create new high-technology industries and, increase
the rate of technology transfer, which may create new jobs, de-
velop new products, and prcpate tiained pet sound! for the
workplace (Association of American Unrkersities 1986: Dowl-
ing 1987).

Industry
Spurred by the profit motive, industries tong liaisons with aca-
demic institutions to improve their competitive position (As-
sociation of American Universities 1986; National Science
Foundation 198211; Praeger :aid Omenn 1980). Although excep-
tions exist, most corporations contribute to universities in ex-
pectation of a short- or long-term economic benefit (Broce
1986). For industry, the potential benefits from collaborating
with academic institutions focus on human capital, resources,
innovation and product development, and public reputation.

Human capital
The primary motivation for industry to form partnerships with
institutions of higher education is to fulfill requirements for hu-
man capital. For industry-university liaisons, considerations in-
volving human capital include access to undergraduate and
graduate students who may become future employees, access to
faculty who are expeits in relevant technical fields, and provi-
sion of continuing education for professionals (Baldwin and
Green 1984 -85: Branscomb 1984; BusinessHigher Education
Forum 1984: David 1982; Geiger 1988; 11oule 1980; National
Science Foundation 1982b; Peters and Fusteld 1983; Praeger
and Omenn 1980; Smith 1988; Staik, Lowther, and Hagerty
1986).

For industry, the development of human capital is a rela-
tRelv long-term g sal, and it differs flan relationships that fo-
cus on roduct &Nit:1(1)111cm and plotit, descubed later.

Resources

The incr,..asing complexity of re,Ncareh and developiunt ha
made it difficult for a s corpoi ation to dcc,:lop a se
sufficient iescitich capacity tNato,nal SC:I.:114e 1,0)1110.1U( ii



19S2h. p. 161. Gaming access um\ research facilities

and faculty is an economical solution for main companies.

It is becoming tilt reasntglt &nu oh for am one Intlostri
orators' 10 hills' encompass the requisite expertise. .1 on nal

remeds for this stlualton Is to seek ow the penmen! %At/Is

iv/re/ere, they mm be tom/ tit the martini tour els:111'N

(Branscom)) 1984, p. 461.

Using colleges to pros ide additional teehniLal Darning fur prr-

sonncl may also be more economical e \paiiding in-house
naming facilities (Boyle I9531,

Innovation and product development
Industry is stionizly motivated to sulk with colleges and uni-
versities to 1111prove the transfer of basic research to application
in the marketplace (Levin, Cohen, and Moss cry 1985; Mat-

thews and Norgaard 1984; National Science Foundation 1982b;

Nelson 1982; Peters and Fusteld 1983), which includes provid-

ing industry with a window of opportunity" through access to
research results betbre their general release. It also emphasizes
applied research (Swanson 1986, p. 28). Few industrial leaders
expect liaisons with colleges and universities to result directly
in product development, !limes er (U.S. General Accounting
Office 1988).

Reputation
Corporations desire to enhance their public reputations. By
making contributions to colleges and univers.ries to assist in the

rebirth of the national es:01101)11.. COipOI.Itloih can enhance their

reputations (Branscomb 1984; National Science Foundation

1982b; Peters and Fusfeld 1983).

Academe
In considering liaisons with industry, academie institutions ,ire
motivated by considerations about resources, faculty and stu-
deni:i, prestige, and public relations.

Resources
In a steady-state or perhaps declining (in real terms) financial
base (Bok 1982; I3oyer 1987; 13usinessIligher Education
Forum 1984; Hines 1987), including a leveling of federal re-
search funds (National Science Foundation 19821\ 1984a,

LntrepreneursInp and iitghel Lout urns,
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1985d), many colleges and um ersmels arc confronted with
decaying physical plants and facilities; decreased ability to
compete for students. faculty. and research funding; and dete-
iordung quality of academe progiams (Branseomb 1984;

Keller 1983: Mai 1984). Meanwhile, the costs of university ac-
mities, especially basic research. continue to climb:

The fundamental problem Is that basic reveareh has become
such a huge-stale WO C.1 pen') 11T at as to constitute a
heat T dram on federal budgets, and an intolerable financial
burden on Me American university. Basic ally, the problem is
money (Muller 1982. p. 25).

In this fiscal climate, institutions of higher education have
sought additional sources of revenue, including funding from
industry. From the academic perspective, the principal motiva-
tion for forming "new alliances'' with industrial partners is fi-
nancial need (Association of American Universities 1986;
Branscomb 1984; Carley 1988; Dimancescu and Botkin 1986;
Geiger 1988; Green 1985; Matthews and Norgaard 1984; Na-
tional Science Foundation 1982b; Noble and Pfund 1980; Pe-
ters and Fusfeld 1983; Reams 1986).

The source of external funding also has become an issue in
academic administration. Although sonic observers claim that
federally funded research is less restrictive in focus than re-
search funded by industry (e.g., Caldert 1983, p. 27), others
argue that federal research funds increasingly are accompanied
by extensive teguiation, which has reduced the autonomy of ac-
ademic scientists (Branseonib 1984; Feller 1988; Peters and
Fusfeld 1983: Praeger and Omcnn 1980; Rosenzweig and Tur-
lington 1982). From this perspective, increased funding from
alternative sources, such as industry, enhances faculty indepen-
dence (Rosenzweig and Turlington 1982).

Faeult; and students
As labor-intensive entitles, academic institutions place great
value On faculty and students. Colleges and universities may
view partnerships with industry as a means to gain access to
needed part-time faculty (Matthews and Norgaard 1984). These
partnerships may also assist in attracting and retaining new full-
time faculty by providing access to state-of-the-art facilities and
by enhancing salaries (Bach and Thornton 1983; Feller 1988;
Kenney 1986). Partnerships between business and higher edu-
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cation may also help attract students by appearing to increase

opportunities for job placement (I3ranscomb 1984: Carley 1988;

Feller 1988: National Science I ()ululation I 982'): Peters and

Fusfeld 1983).

Prestige
The aspiration to "moe up the prestige ladder is suong in all

types of academic institutions (Carley 19881. and the ability to
attract externally funded research has become a benchmark for

measuring progress on the ladder (Bowen and Schuster 198(,

p. 150). In this context. colleges and universities form partner-

ships with industry ry to enhance the sue and sisibility of their

research operations.

Public relations
Finally, responding (or at least appearing to respond) to social

needs makes academictemic intautions appe,,r more accountable. 13

forming partnerships with industrk to revitale the econom
colleges and iunxersities can enhance their public image ( Feller
1988; Geiger 1988: Knorr ('etina 1981. p. 7(0.

Summary
The growth of alliances between business and higher education

reflects the perception by goy eminent. industry, and academe

that a significant overlap of interests exists. Academic institu-
tions, for example, require additional resources. Industry is

willing to provide resources in exchange for access 10 students,

faculty, and resources. Only at the most general loci (e.g.,
desire for an improvc".I economy). howc' er, can academe and

industry be said to has e rd entred interests: in most caso, in-
stitutions of higher education participate in alliances for reasons
different from those of their indusnial countaparts.

Entreprvneurslup and IlIgher I anon
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TYPES OF INDUSTRY - UNIVERSITY LIAISONS

The most visible alliances bem eel) business and b;i,her educa-

tion are research agreements between large corporations and

prominent academic institutions (e.g., Hoechst and Harvard
University, Monsanto and Washington University, Exxon and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology). These arrangements ac-
count, however, for only a small portion of all relationships be-
tween academic institutions and industry, many of which do

not have economic development as a theme (National Science
Board 1986; Ping 1981). This section examines the full array
of businesshigher education liaisons, including the types of

participants, the kinds of disciplines in which relationships oc-

cur, ano alternative typologies for classifying such alliances.

The Participants
Parucipa..ts in alliances bemcen business and higher edacatioa
can include industry, colleges and universities and their faculty,
government laboratories, nonprofit research centers, and ven-

ture capital firms (National Research Council 1985c). The three
principal groups of participantsinJustry, academic institu-

tions, ant. .acultyare discussed in the following paragraphs.

Industry
From an industrial perspective, liaisons with industrial aca-
demic institutions can be grouped into formal collaborative re-
search agreements and other types of liaisons.

Format collaborative research agreements. Most formal col-

laborative research agreements between industry and academe
are funded by major c aporations with substantial internal re-
search and development capacity (Feller 1988; Fusfeld and

Haklisch 1987; Link and Tassey 1987; Logan and Stampen
1985; National Science Board 1987; National Science Founda-

tion 1982b). Although relatively small overall (about 6 percent

of the total), industrial fi..ding for academic research represents
a substantial propertion of research income for some institu-
tions and disciplines (Ashford 1983, pp. 16-17; National Sci-

ence Board 1985, 1987). Small- and medium-sized companies

ire conspicuously absent in large-scale research-oriented rela-

tionships with universities.
For large corporations, liaisons with universities are supple-

mental to in-house research rather than replacements for it.

Large corporations without the internal capacity for research arc
less likely to participate in research agreements with universi-

Small- and
medium-sized
companies
are
conspicuously
absent in
large-scale
research-
oriented
relationships
with
universities.
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ties or, if they do participate, to take advantage of research re-
sults (Fusfeld and Haldisch 1987; Link and Tassey 1987).

Product focus is also related to the likelihood of a corpora-
tion's working collaboratively with universities on research
projects. The most frequent corporate participants in industry-
university research relationships represent six product types:
chemicals, electronics, food, manufacturing, petroleum, and
pharmaceuticals (National Science Foundation 1982b, p. 20).
Companies producing and selling these types of products place
greater emphasis on research and innovation than companies
centering primarily on marketing and sales (Lawrence and
Lorsch 1967, pp. 138-41).

Biotechnology has been an especially important discipline in
the formation of business-university liaisons (Kenney 1986).
The characteristics of this discipline that have encouraged re-
search relationships with industry include the small pool of re-
search scientists (in academe and industry), the commercial
applicability of biotechnology research results across a variety
of types of industry, changes in patent laws that permit more
open participation by universities and their facaky, and the rel-
atively short researchproduc development cycle (Williams
1986).

Other factors affecting the likelihood of a corporation's en-
tering into a research agreement with a university include so-
phistication of the research program, geographic proximity,
fiscal strength, quality of leadership, and past history of rela-
tionships with an academic institution (Broce 1986; Geiger
1988; National Science Board 1987; National Science Founda-
tion 1982b; Praeger and Omenn 1980).

Other types of liaisons. In addition to the highly visible re-
sealch agreements between major corporations and universities,
many companies have other types of relationships with aca-
demic institutions, they include rey.areh agreements with inch-

idual faculty, donations and contlibutions, and education and
training When these additional relationships are taken into
account, total corporate support for higher education is con-
siderably gieater than the level indicated by contributions for
research and development (National Science Foundation 1982b,
p. 10).

Many companies have consulting agreements with individual
faculty, often focused on research (David 1982; Low 1983; Na-
tional Science Foundation 1982b). Contract research or pur-
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chase agreements are also common forms of liaison, much

more so than the multimillion dollar collaborative research
agreements (David 1982: Low 1983: National Science Founda-

tion 1982b; Smith 1988).
Large and small companies also make donations and contri-

butions to a variety of academic institutions: donations to gen-
eral operating funds, usually in the form of matching gifts.
assistance in upgrading facilities, loans of equipment and dis-

counts for equipment purchase, hiring students and faculty for
summer work, funds to supplement faculty salaries, and access

to company facilities (BusinessHigher Education Forum 1984:
David 1982; Harris 1988; National Academy of Sciences 1983:
National Science Foundation 1982k Peters and Fusfeld 1983).

Finally, some companies make corporate staff available for
part-time instruction, develop and fund scholarships, provide
on-the-job training for students, and conduct continuing edu-
cation and retraining programs (BusinessHigher Education
Forum 1984; Eurich 1985; National Academy of Sciences
1983; National Science Foundation 1982b: Smith 1988).

Academic institutions
In the broad definition of "liaison." participating academic
institutions range from major research universities to compre-
hensive colleges and universities to two-year colleges and pro-
prietary institutions. Like industry, academe is characterized by
diversity, not homogeneity (Clark 1987).

Academic institutions also vary by their capacity to play a
leadership role in specific disciplines and activities. Institutions
whose faculty are on the frontier of knowledge have the capac-
ity to lead industry to new discoveries. Other institutions are
better able to respond to existing needs, assisting industry
through technical assistance, continuing education, and tha:
The position of a college or university on this leadership-
responsiveness continuum. which may vary by discipline, is re-
lated to its likely impact on regional economic development,
continuing professional education, and so on.

Research universities. The most visible academic participants
in alliances between business and higher education are research
universities. These institutions receive the majority of total re-
search funds, corporate research funds, and corporate philan-
thropic contributions. Between 1970 and 1980, the top 10
research universities (out of approximately 3,000 four-year in-
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stitutions) received 20 percent of all research and development
funds, the top 20 received between 40 percent and 50 percent,
and the top 100 received 84 percent (Drew 1985, pp. 64-65;
National Science Board 1985, pp. 92-109; National Science
Foundation 1982b, pp. 6-11). Similarly, doctorate-granting
universities receive by far the largest percentage (70 percent) of
voluntary support from corporation':, (Council for Financial Aid
1988, p. 7).

Research universities also house the majority of formal re-
search relationships with industry; a 1982 study found that the
463 industry-university research relationships were located in
only 39 universities (Peters and Fusfeld 1983). And by locating
most of its Engineering Research Centers in major universities,
the National Science Foundation has reinforced this trend (Had-
dad 1986, p. 132). Unlike regionally oriented four-year institu-
tions, elite research universities hac..., national agenda (Feller
1988, pp. 21-22; Friedman and Friedman 1985), a focus that
can conflict with the interest of state governments in promoting
local and regional economic development (Public Policy Center
1986).

Research universities also are not homogeneous with respect
to capability in different disciplines, availability of fun , and
the like. Nor do research universities share a common view
about their role in technology transfer (Association of American
Universities 1986, p. 12). Finally, differences in the willing-
ness and ability to form research alliances with industry exist
between public and private institutions. For example, although
public and private universities have been willing to enter into
long-term industry-university research agreements in biotech-
nology, all but two of these relationships involve private uni-
versities (Kenney 986, p. 57), reflecting the greater ability of
private institutions, on average, in basic sciences.

These findings suggest that the term "research university"
does nct crnmote homogeneity on many dimensions related to
forming liaisons with industry. Research agreements involving,
for example, Stanford University or the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, may not be generalizable to other academic in-
stitutions.

Other four-year institutions. Most four-year colleges and uni-
versities do not emphasize research, especially expensive basic
research. Some commentators claim that doctorate-granting and
comprehensive colleges and universities (see Carnegic Commis-
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sion 1976. e.g..) can pla a strong role in regional economic
development (Feller 1988; Friedman and Friedman :985; Pub-
lic Policy Center 1986; Sheppard 1986). Yet little attention has
been paid to existing and potential liaisons between industi,,
and this typ,2 of four -year institution (Logan and Stampen
1985). The limited existing evidence suggests that comprehen-
sive colleges and universities focus attention on smaller. local
companies. focus on regional and local economic and educa-
tional needs. and are less likek to he concerned about potential
negame results from partib:rships with indusiry:

The predominating attitude fat comprchensite institutions'
seems to be that industry 11 a constittwncy like an other
has mg a legitimate claim on turn er-sal senues. ,-I/so. /Ike
other constituencies. ouiustrs otters resources that can he
used to imprme educational programs (Logan and Stampen
1985. p. 29).

As for research universities. comprehensive colleges and
doctorate-granting institutions do not share a common view of
relations %kith industry. In some institutions. many new faculty
are recent graduates of leading research institutions and desire
to carry out basic research (Drew 1985, p. 67). adding impetus
to the aspiration to move up the prestige ladder. Comprehen-
sives colleges and utmersmes wit', such faculty may see them-

as potential partners in lai,.-scale research agreements
with industry: smaller relationships emphasiz:g local technol-
ogy transfer mar not be as appealing to these institutions and
their faculty.

Two-year colleges and proprietar3, institutions. Often over-
looked are the ialstantial s between industry and community
and junior colleges and propnetan institutions. Community
colleges have had and continue to play a major role in local
and Ngional economics (American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges 1984; Boyle 1983: Ellison 1983; Parnell
1986; Parnell and Yarrington 1982; Rinehart 1982: Samuels
1985), Several states officially recognize the usefulness of two-
year institutions in promoting economic development, including
California (Duscha 1984). Illinois (Bwger 19S4). and Virginia
(McMullen 1984).

Most of these institutions are not reluctant to 101, liaisons
with industry. esr :hilly for personnel deNeiopment and train-
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ing (Day 1985). The large majority have developed the follow-
ing types of relationships with industry: using business/labor/
industry c incils in academic decision making, hiring a person
to act as liaison with local industry, offering employee training
programs, providing on-site training programs, and working ac-
tively with local and regional economic development offices. A
much smaller percentage offer technical assistance and retrain-
ing programs (Day 1985, pp. 13-20, 31).

Faculty
Like their institutions, faculty involved in industrially supported
ventures are not a homogeneous or representative group. In-
dustry tends to work with faculty familiar with its operations
(Branscomb 1984, p. 45), which limits the potential pool of
faculty participants. Because industrial support for academic
research is concentrated in a few fields, faculty involved in
industrially funded research tend to represent a handful of disci-
plines. Faculty entrepreneurial activity, especially the formation
of faculty-owned companies, also seems to cluster in a few dis-
ciplines, especially biotechnology, engineering, and computer
science (Kenney 1986; Peters and Fusfeld 1983). Faculty
within a discipline also vary significantly in their involvement
with industry (Blumenthal et al. 1986, p. 1362). Finally, fac-
ulty receiving substantial research support from industry also
seem to have significant support from federal sources (Richter
1984, p. 27).

Each descriptor indicates that industry-university relation-
ships rely on relatively few faculty in a specific set of disci-
plines. This concentration may have significant implications for
faculty workloads and behavior.

The Disc;9Iines
Indust1y has concentrated its funding of academic research in
relatively few fields, emphasizing technical areas of particular
importance to the corporate sponsor (Branscomb 1984, p. 44).
These disciplines include engineering, computer science, medi-
cine, agriculture, chemistry, and, more recently, biotechnology
(Blumenthal et al. 1986; Kenney 1986; National Science Board
1987; Nelson 1986; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Wofsy 1986).
Within engineering, particular attention has been paid to electri-
cal and mechanical engineering and to newer fields, such as
manufacturing engineering, materials engineering, and robotics
(Holmstrom and Petrovich 1985).
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The little evidence that exists suggests that faculty in chemis-
try and engineering receive most of the industrial funds for
academic research, followed by faculty in fields related to bio-
technology (Blumenthal et al. 1986; National Science Board
1987). If consulting arrangements and o:her types of industry-
university alliances are included, faculty in business, manage-
ment, economics, and related fields also have substantial con-
tact with industry.

The acceptability of liaisons with industry also varies consid-
erably by discipline. Faculty and administrators in applied
professional fields, such as engineering, traditionally have
found liaisons with industry more consistent with perceived
academic missions than their counterparts in liberal arts (Ham-
brick and Swanson 1979, p. 130). Although the recent em-
phasis on industry-university collaboration has been on high
technology (Johnson 1984), fields like chemical engineering
have a much longer tradition of cooperation with industry.

The procedure for initiating research agreements with indus-
try also varies by discipline. For most fields, university person-
nel initiate contact with industry (Johnson and Tornatzky
1984); in microelectronics, however, the reverse is true (Larsen
and Wigand 1987, p. 588).

Industrial investment in particular academic disciplines can
be substantial (Ashford 1983, pp. 16-17). In biotechnology, for
example, nearly half of all companies have some type of ar-
rangement with univc-ques, and these companies account for
between 16 and 24 percent of all university funding for bio-
technology (Blumenthal et al. 1986). In some institutions, this
percentage is substantially higher (Kenney 1986; Richter 1984).

These findings suggest that the lessons learned from industry-
university alliances in particular disciplines may not apply to other
fields. In addition, the impact of industry-university relationships
on faculty and student behavior is likely to be much stronger in
some fields than in others.

Typologies of Industry-University Liaisons
Several typologies describing relationships between business
and higher education have been developed (see, e.g., Haller
1984; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Zinser 1982)) Most select a

1. For lists of specific industry-unicrsit!, relationships refer espeLially to Asso-
ciation of American Universities (1986), Johnson (1984), National Science
Foundation (1982b), Peters and 1 usfeld (1983). and Public Policy Center
(1986).
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particular perspective, such as the contractual mechanism, and
classify a set of industry-university alliances accordingly. These
approaches base provided little institutional-level information,
which has limited their utility for academic administrators
(Feller 1988, p. 4).

As elaborated below, industry-university liaisons can be cate-
gorized by academic function, industrial function, economic
development activity, organizational location, intimacy of
working relationship, and collaborative mechanism.

Academic function
From the academic perspective, industry-um ersity partnerships
can be classified into research related, instruction related, ad-
ministration related, and service related.

Research-related liaisons. The majority of industrial funds
given to academic institutions focus on research (National Sci-
ence Board 1986; Ping 1981). Industry-university research rela-
tionships range from consulting arrangements with individual
faculty to large scale, long-term research contracts between cor-
porations and research universities.

Many industry-university research relationships focus on
technology transfer (Baldwin and Green 1984-85; Johnson
1984; Larsen and Wigand I987)transfer of knowledge from
university faculty to industrial staff, upgraded training of indus-
trial scientists, creation of spinoff companies, and provision of
technical assistance (Baldwin and Green 1984-85; Larsen and
Wigand 1987).

The focus of industrially funded academic research is typi-
cally on applied rather than on basic research (Blumenthal et
al. 1986; Branscomb 1984; Hutt 1983; National Science Foun-
dation 1982b; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Tatel and Guthrie
1983; Wofsy 1986). As discussed in later sections, the concen-
tration of substantial industrial funds in a few fields with a
focus on applied research has potential consequences for aca-
denuc research, teaching, and service-related activities.

Instruction-related liaisons. industry is much less likely to
contribute funds directly for traditional academic instructional
activities (National Science Board 1986; Ping 1981). When
funds are made available, the focus is usually on graduate edu-
cation, not undergraduate instruction (Fairweather n.d.). A few
corporations have contributed part-time faulty to colleges and
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universities, especially in fields with shortages of faculty (Fair-
weather n.d.). Others have funded graduate assistantships as
part of research arrangements (Praeger and Omenn 1980), al-
though technicians may be used in place of graduate students in
some industry-university partnerships (Fairweather n.d.).

Industrial participation in continuing professional education is
more apparent. The need for upgraded training in technical
fields has made continuing education a natural "bridge" be-
tween business and higher education (Brooks 1984; Foster
1986; Moser 1986; National Research Council 1985a; Now len
and Stern 1981). Despite the interest of industry, many colleges
continue to emphasize formal degree programs in continuing
studies (Stark, Lowther, and Hagerty 1986; Walker and Low-
enthal 1981) or fail to incorporate continuing education into the
academic mainstream (National Research Council 1985a).

As a consequence, industry increasingly plays a direct role in
continuing education. At least 18 corporations now offer ac-
credited degree programs (Chmura, Henton, and Melville 1987;
Eurich 1985). The majority of continuing education faculty in
engineering are from industry, not academe (National Research
Council 1985a, p. 51). And industry has increased the use of
alternative suppliers of continuing education, including national
associations, proprietary schools, and individual consultants
(Houle 1980, pp. 167-99).

Administration related liaisons. Although seldom considered
in the literature, industrial leaders play considerable roles in the
administration of academic institutions. Usually at an individual
level, corporate directors frequently serve on boards of trustees,
assisting universities to make difficult decisions about the allo-
cation of resources. Heads of companies also direct many uni-
versity fundraising activities, especially national campaigns
(Harris 1988). Industrial managers and scientists also serve
on academic advisory boards, advising department heads and
faculty.

Service-related liaisons. Induc,try-university alliances incorpo-
rate service-related activities in two ways. The first concerns
the development cf human capital (Joh:..)on 1984). In addition
to continuing professional education activities, some industrial
partnerships with community colleges address job training and
retraining (Burger 1984; Derber 1987; Duscha 1984; Ellison

The majority
of continuing
education
faculty in
engineering
are from
industry, not
academe.
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1983; Samuels 1985), and a few four-year institutio,,s also ad-
dress job training and retraining (Charner and Rolzinski 1987).

Businesses also form liaisons with higher education to de-
velop scientists and engineers for the future (Johnson 1984). A
program to unite industry, colleges, and high schools in en-
couraging students to major in teacher education of mathemat-
ics and science is an example of this type cf relationship (Clark
1984).

Finally, some collaborative arrangements focus on remedia-
tion and basic skills (Foster 1986; Winkler 1982). Activities to
increase adult literacy also come under this category.

A second service orientation concerns economic benefits. In
contrast to the activities related more to human capital, which
are indirectly related to economic development, some partner-
ships aim directly to increase employment, generate start-up
companies, and stimulate economic expansion (Fox 1985). The
Ben Franklin Partnership in Pennsylvania, for example, defines
success in terms of increased opportunities for employment
(Corporation for Penn State 1986).

Industrial, function
From the industrial perspective, relationships with academic
institutions can he classified into two types: (1) agreements
related directly or indirectly to business concerns and (2) phil-
anthropic contributions (Alexander 1988, p. 13). Virtually any
collaborative mechanism can fit into either type, depending on
the intent of the arrangement.

Economic development
Industry-university liaisons can be classified according to eco-
nomic development activity. In this scheme, categories include
human resource development, economic research and analysis,
enhancing the economic capacity of regional organizations,
technical assistance, advanced research, technology transfer,
and developing new businesses (Public Policy Center 1986,
p. 11).

Organizational location
Relationships between business and higher education can be
classified according to placement in the academic partner. Or-
ganizational distinctions are crucial because the iocction of the
alliance can affect faculty and administrative behavior (Iken-
berry and Friedman 1972; Teich 1982). Placement of a collabo-
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rative agreement in an academic department, on the one extreme,
reinforces the traditional academic reward structure and faculty
behavior. Establishing organized research units independent
from traditional academic structures, however, may reinforce
interdisciplinary research goals while deemphasizing instruc-
tional and advising roles for faculty (Teich 1982, p. 96).

The location of industry-university partnerships can be classi-
fied into three levels: individual, intrainstitutional, and institu-
tional.

Individual arrangements. Although alliances between busi-
ness and higher education often are institutional arrangements,.
the most typical formconsultingis an arrangement between
a company and a faculty member (Battenburg 1980; Low
1983). Grants and contracts also can be used to form relations
between individual faculty and a corporation. Faculty-initiated
businesses and other individual entrepreneurial activities are
also conducted at the indi,, idual level.

Intrainstitutional locations. Industry-university relationships
also exist at the departmental level, tying a group of faculty
and relevant administrators with a company or companies. Sev-
eral biotechnology agreements, for example, create ties be-
tween entire departments and a corporation (Kenney 1986).

Some affiliations between academe and industry sometimes
are housed in interdisciplinary research organizations or orga-
nized research units (ORUs) (Friedman and Freidman 1984).
These innovative arrangemerts might permit universities to in-
corporate and support activities that would be resisted in tradi-
tional departments:

When universities set up OR Us, they are choosing to pursue
rzctivities for which departments, for one reason or another,
are deemed to be inappropriate. In this sense, ORUs rep-
resent a primary means by which universities can adapt to
changes in their environments (Teich 1982, p. 99).

Interdisciplinary research units vary considerably in their
source of financial support. The continuum ranges from com-
plete dependence on university funds to complete dependence
on externa' funds (Geiger 1986). Location on this tinuum
has implications for the behavior of faculty, administrators, and
students. For example, an ORU whose faculty depend com-
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pletely on external funds for research, summer stipends, and
graduate assist: uships may spend substantially more time pur-
suing funds than faculty in a unit where such activities are sup-
ported with funds from the university.

Institutional level. Gifts and donations of equipment are ex-
amples of industry-university affiliations at the institutional
level. Such arrangements are usually philanthropic rather than
business-related contributions (Alexander 1988).

Finally, some industry-university relationships involve con-
sortia, which may involve a single university with several in-
dustrial partners or a single corporate participant working with
several universities (Johnson 1984; Low 1983; Zinser 1982).

Intimacy of working relationship
Agreements between industry and academic institutions can be
classified by the degree to which goals and operations are
shared. More distant relationships include corporate contribu-
tions and procurements or purchases. Agreements that require
closer working relationships include formal links or networks
and exchange programs (personnel and technology transfer).
The closest working relationships involve cooperative alliances,
such as research agreements involving shared daily activities
between industrial staff and faculty, and joint ventures (Zinser
1982).

The relationship between the goals and functions of any
industry-university liaison and the goals and missions of both
academic and corporate partners has important consequences
for assessing the impact of these liaisons on participants. Re-
search agreements that permit faculty to follow their own re-
search agendas, for example, differ dramatically in their con-
tinuity with academic practices from agreements that dictate
research agendas. (These issues are discussed more fully in
subsequent sections.)

Collaborative mechanism
Industry-university relationships can be classified according to
the mechanism used to achieve collaboration: donations and
contributions, research agreements, technology transfer, educa-
tion and training, and professional development. These cate-
gories are not mutually exclusive; personnel exchange pro-
grams, for example, may contribute to professional develop-
ment and to technology transfer.
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In these collatorative mechanisms, little emphasis is given to
the manufacturing, production, and distribution cycles of inno-
vation, areas evidently accepted as within the industrial domain.

Donations and contributions. Voluntary support for postsec-
ondary institutions by corporations is a substantial source of
revenue for many colleges and universities: Voluntary corporate
support almost matches that from alumni (21.4 percent versus
27.6 percent) and exceeds that from foundations (17.8 percent).
From 1981 to 1987, voluntary corporate support for arademic
programs increased as rapidly a, that from alumni, which was
highest (43.3 percent versus 45.5 percent). far exceeding the
increase in support from foundations (16 percent) (Council for
Financial Aid 1988, p. 3).

Corporate philanthropic support for academic institutions
takes various forms. At the institutional level, unrestricted gifts
and matching ...lifts are common forms of Contribution (Finch
1985; Harris 1988; Kenna 1986; National Academy of Sci-
Lnces 1983; National Science Foundation 1982b; Praeger and
Omenn 1980). Contributions with a generic purpose also are
common; they include funds for capital expenditures and im-
provement of facilities, donations of equipment and discounts
on purchases, endowed professorships, and unrestricted funds
for use in a chosen field or activity (e.g., research) (Eunch
1985; National Academy of Sciences 1983; National Science
Foundation 1982b; Peters and Fusteld 1983; Praeger and
Omenn 1980).

Corporations also make donations to support students, typi-
cally by establishing fellowship or scholarship programs (Busi-
nessHigher Education Forum 1984: Kenney 1986; National
Science Foundation 1982b; Praeger and Omenn 1980; Smith
1988). They can either be unrestricted or limited to specific
types of students or programs.

Research agreements. Consulting agreements with indn 'dual
faculty are the most common form of industry-university re-
search agreement (Battenbuig 1980, BusinessHigher Education
Forum 1984; David 1982; Fostei 1986; Johnson 1984; Kenney
1986; Low 1983; National Science Feundation 1982b; Praeger
and Omenn 1980). These agieements can be long, term or de-
veloped for a specific project.

At the institutional and depaitmental le\ els, the %amnion ii
types of industry-um\eisity research wry ements is considerably
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greater than at the individual f,..:aity level. Typical approaches
include grants, contracts, Aid design participation programs,
where a group of student.- try to solve a problem submitted by
a company (Battenburg 192;0; David 1982; Foster 1986; John-
son 1984; Low 1983; National Science Foundation 1982b;
Praeger and Omenn 1980; Smith 1988). More recent types of
research agreements include cooperative research projects,
vb Inch range from small nonproprietary projects to large pro-
prietary contracts; long-term, large-scale research agreements,
which may result in formal partnerships: and research centers
and institutes (David 1982; Johnson 1984; Kenney 1986; Na-
tional Science Foundation I982b; Praeger and Omenn 1980).

Collaborative research mechanisms can be bilateral, involv-
ing single industi ial and academic partners (BusinessHigher
Education Forum 1984; Johnson 1984). Alternatively, a consor-
tium of industrial and 'or academic participants can be involved
(Battenburg 1980; BusinessHigher Education Forum 1984;
David 1982; Johnson 1984; Low 1983; National Science Foun-
dation 1982b).

Research agreements also can be classified according to ar-
iangements for responsibility and leadership. Research projects
in industry-university agreements can be jointly developed and
operated, operated in parallel with industry and university sci-
entists competing to find solutions, or primarily directed by
either university faculty or industrial scientists (National Re-
search Council 1985c, pp. 19-201.

Technology transfer. The grovbth of industry-university alli-
ances is best seen m the rapid expansion of agreements to pro-
mote technology transfer. Traditional mechanism:, include
conferences. colloquia, and symposia; publications, including
work jointly authored by faculty nnd industrial staff; extension
programs. particularly in agriculture: and industry advisory
councils and research advisory committees (Battenburg 1980:
Business-11411er Education Forum 1984: David 1982; Geiger
1988; Johnson 1984: National Research Council 1985c; Na-
tiondl Science Board 1987). industrial affiliate or associate pro-
grams, where one or more corporations gain access to faculty
rese.irch resuns and um ersity facilities for a fee, also are com-
ma (f3attenImre, 1980; BusinessHigher Education Forum
1984; DavI,1 1982: Johnson 1984; Kenney 1986; Low 1983;
National 5cience Foundation 1982b; Praeger and Omenn 1980).
in additi.m, research parks are well established as mechanisms
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for technology transfer (Low 1983. pp. 72-73), although a
wider variety of academic institutions recently have attempted
to develop research parks (Carley )988, p. 27).

Innovations in mechanisms for technology transfer recently
have expanded dramatically. These innovations include the use
of industrial incubators to develop new companies, private pat-
ent companies to secure rights for sale, expanded university re-
search offices to monitor and promote licensing of technology
to industry, research and development limited partnerships
where a university contracts with a particular corporation to
develop products from faculty research findings, nonprofit orga-
nizations (e.g., Wisconsin Alumni Research Fund, Brown
University Research Fund), independent for-profit entities origi-
nated by universities (e.g.. Michigan Research Corporation),
for - profit joint ventures, often including participation by ven-
ture capital firms, and wholly owned subsidiaries (e.g., Wash-
ington University Technology Associates, Case Western
University Technology. Inc.) ) (Association of American Univer-
sities 1986; Bartlett and Siena 1983-84: Johnson 1984; Kenney
1986; Low 1983).

Education and training. In addition to corporate philanthropy,
collaborative arrangements to provide education and naming
have the longest history of mdu .-v-university liaisons. Educa-
tion and training arrangements in cooperative education,
continuing professional education, inLauding programs designed
specifically for industrial statf, and corporate conti acts with
community colleges to provide technical training for staff
(Business-Higher Education Forum 1984; Enrich 1985; Na-
tional Research Council I985e).

Funding of individuals also has received substantial support.
Relevant mechanisms include e Corporate lelmbursement fol the
educational expenses of staff, internships for student~, and
summer jobs for students (Battenburg 1980; Blismess-Nigher
Education Forum 1984; David 1982; Lunch 1985). Finally, a
few corporations have supported academic instruction by en-
covraging staff to work as part-time instructors and by provid-
ing salary supplements to assist uno.ersities in retaining junior
faculty (Business-141)er Education Forum 1984: Enrich 1985;
Peters and Fusfcld 1983).

Professional development. Although professional development
may be a function of additional education and training, many
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coiporations view the enhancement of personnel as an end in
itself (Foster 1986; Praeger and Omenn 1980). The favorite
mechanism for promoting professional development is to incor-
porate personnel exchanges as components of research agree-
ments (BusinessHigher Education Forum 1984; Johnson 1984;
Low 1983; National Science Foundation 1982b). Additional ap-
proaches include support of faculty sabbaticals and provision of
summer employment for faculty (Battenburg 1980; Business
Higher Education Forum 1984; David 1982).
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OPERATIONAL ISSUES

Despite the seeming "inevitability" of 1i...sons between indus-
try and academe, fundamental differences remain in motivation,
goals, organizational structures, and employees' attitudes and
behavior. Resolution of these differences is crucial to establish-
ing any industry-university relationship and making it work.
This section discusses the keys to successful implementation of
alliances between business and higher education, elaborates im-
portant factors in the successful operation of industry-university
liaisons, and presents differing views about the role of manage-
ment in resolving fundamental differences.

Keys to Successful Implementation
To establish liaisons between industry and academe, as many
as nine types of potential barriers and/or supporting conditions
mu ,), be addressed: historical factors, demographic characteris-
tics, overlap of needs, institutional vulnerability, leadership,
culture and mission, academic freedom, legal issues, and po-
tential rewards.

Historical factors
Corporations and academic institutions with existing links are
more likely to establish additional formal relationships, al-
though little evidence exists to indicate whether or not philan-
thropic relationships might lead to research partnerships. For
any industry-university relationship, p: evious experience work-
ing together promotes mutual understanding of goals and ad-
ministrative procedures (Branscomb 1984, p. 45). Extensive
exchanges of personnel enhance this process. Alumni serving
on corporate governing boards and industrialists serving on uni-
versity governing boards also enhance this transfer of knowl-
edge (Praeger and Omenn 1980, p. 381).

For research-related partnerships, previous involvement in
economic development by either partner may also promote
mutual understanding and increase the likelihood of successful
implementation. For example, universities with previous com-
mitments to and experience in economic development seem bet-
ter able tc carry out technology transfer (Public Policy Center
1986, pp. 44-46). Universities and carporations with previous
collaborative experience may also be more realistic in their ex-
pectations, making successful implementation more likely (Pub-
lic Policy Center 1986, p. 7; Rosenzweig and Turlington 1982,
p. 52).

The evolution of corporations and academic institutions can

The
increasing
role of state
governments
in providing
incentives for
universities to
assist industry
in the transfer
of technology
to their
marketplace
has made it
imperative
politically and
financially for
public
universities to
seek liaisons
with industry.
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also impede the implementation of industry-university alliances
by cleating competition. Collaboration can become difficult as
universities cicate for-profit ventures and become involved in
searching for direct applications of research results (Feller
1988, p. 25) and as industry expands into education and train-
ing (Eurich 1985).

Demographic characteristics
The demographic characteristics of corporations and academic
institutions affect the implementation of alliances. The first
characteristic, proximity, is a shared trait. The other traits listed
are presented separately for each type of institution.

Proximity. Geographic proximity is important to the formation
of industry-university alliances. Proximity is crucial to philan-
thropic activities (Broce 1986) as well as to research relation-
ships. Many companies invest in universities to benefit their
employees by enhancing the quality of local services (National
Science Foundation 1982b: Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Praeger
and Omenn 1980). The smtepc location of a college or uni-
versity, such as proximity to a state capital or to specific
companies, is also important. In this instance, proximity is im-
r,ortant in fostering interpersonal communication (Public Policy
Center 1986).

Industry. For industry, four demographic characteristics are
important in establishing liaisons with institutions of higher ed-
ucation. profitability, size, product line, and orientation toward
research. Profitability affects the extent to which a company
can support external activities (Praeger and Omenn 1980).
Regardless of interest, companies in poor financial health find
it difficult to support substantial alliances with academic in-
stitutions.

Size is also important. For research relationships; lame-
companies are more likel than smaller ones to work with um-
ersines (Feller 1988; Fusfeld and Haklisch 1987; Link and
Tassey 1987: Logan and Stamper 1985; National Science
Foundation 1982bi. Larger companies also have a better under-
standing of how university research can best benefit the com-
pany (Geiger 1988. Praeger and Omenn 1980). For other types
of relationships, such as pro\ iding summer jobs for students
and panting release time for staff to sen,e as faculty, size is



also important; large companies typically have greater slack re-
sources than their smaller counterparts.

Product line is important to the formation of industry-
university research relationships. Relatively few types of in-
dustry participate in research relationships with universities
(e.g., chemicals, engineering, computer science, biotechnol-
ogy) (National Science Foundation 19S2b; Praeger and Omenn
1980). Further, corporations emphasizing research and manu-
facturing are in greater need of faculty expertise than companies
emphasizing sales and marketing (Lawrence and Lorsch 1967).

Finally, firms with strong, sophisticated research and devel-
opment departments are more likely to form liaisons with aca-
demic institutions than their less research - oriented counterparts
(Fowler 1984; Geiger 1988). Such firms are more aware of in-
dividual faculty research and the potential utility of faculty re-
search to the company. And a substantial research capacity
enhances the credibility of a corporation with colleges and uni-
versities:

Peer collaboration is only possible ts lien the industrial part-
ner has a significant. progivs-sise m-house research capabil-
ity: employing accomplished scientists and engineers with
acceptable academic credentials (Praeger and Omenn 1980.
p. 381).

Academic institutions. Whether an institution is a research
university, comprehensive college. or community college, type
of institution affects the likelihood of forming certain types of
alliances (Praeger and Omcnn 1980). Research universities are
more likely partners for large-scale research relationships, for
example, whereas community colleges naditionally have
substantial roles in retraining industrial staff.

Although some authors claim that size of academic institu-
tion contributes to establishing liaisons with industry (e.g.,
Praeger and Omenn 1980), the relationship is unclear. As an
example, for research relationships the orientation of the uni-
versity seems more important than its size. It is more likely
that size of the participating department, which is related to its
reputation and visibility (Fairweather 1988). is important
(Branscomb 1984: Dickson 1984).

Overlap of needs
The initiation of industryuniveisit alliances depends on the
strength and immediacy of specific needs and the degree to
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which these needs overlap for a given set of industrial and aca-
demic institutions (Bok 1982, p. 149). For example, a univer-
sity requiring substantial financial resources to continue a basic
research program might be more amenable to forming a part-
nership with a corporation that has sufficient resources to in-
vest. In the same context, corporate leaders might collaborate
to gain access to advanced knowledge in a field on which their
future depends.

Institutional vulnerability
The increasing role of state governments in providing incen-
tives for universities to assist industry in the transfer of technol-
ogy to their marketplace has made it imperative politically and
financially for public universities (and for private institutions
receiving substantial state subsidies) to seek liaisons with indus-
try (Slaughter n.d.). The responsiveness of academic institu-
tions to state pressures is in direct proportion to their political
and financial vulnerability. Especially vulnerable colleges and
universities are likely to pursue joint ventures with industry,
whether or not they have the necessary personnel and equip-
ment to achieve results.

Leadership
The active involvement and commitment of university and cor-
porate leaders are crucial to forming any type of relationship
(Day 1985; Gilley 1986; Gold and Charner 1986). As political
pressure mounts to encourage an academic role in economic de-
velopment, the active support of college and university presi-
dents is particularly crucial. Also important is an understanding
of specific institutional needs and whether or not a specific re-
lationship is consistent with academic and corporate missions.
C9rrect assessment of institutional capacity to contribute to suc-
cessful liaisons is also fundamental (Public Policy Center 1986;
Rosenzweig and Turlington 1982).

In forming liaisons to enhance economic development, indus-
tries are more likely to work with academic institutions whose
leadership supports faculty entrepreneurship (Public Policy Cen-
ter 1986). Industry is also attracted to academic institutions
whose leaders and faculty actively pursue connections with in-
dustry. Academic leaders' willingness to establish alternative
organizational arrangements can also be a key to successful im-
plementation of industry-university alliances (Chmura 1987;
Public Policy Center 1986). Finally, academic institutions with
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well-defined strategies for achieving liaisons v ith industry are
more likely to attract industrial partners (Chmura 1987).

Culture and mission
In general, cademic institutions and industry have distinct cul-
tures, which are reflected by differences in mission, methods of
operation, and attitudes of personnel. The lack of mutual un-
derstanding of these cultural differences can make implementa-
tion of liaisons problematic (Baaklini, Worth ley, and Apfel
1979).

Mission. Perceived compatibility of mission(s), or at least an
overlap of certain goals, is a key to formation of industry-
university alliances (Gold and Charner 1986; Peters and Fusfeld
1983). Although some commentators argue that contractual
mechanisms can ameliorate these differences (e.g., Hutt 1983;
Matthews and Norgaard 1984; Tatel and Guthrie 198:1), con-
flicts in mission are difficult to resolve for two reasons. First,
academic missions are complex and often contradictory. An ac-
ademic institution must balance many missions at the same
time, including education and trainir:, research and scholar-
ship, and service (Dressel 1987; Geiger 1986). Given scarce re-
sources, academic institutions find it difficult to pursue distinct
missions with equal fervor or to choose between them. Thus, a
corporation and a university may find an overlap of mission in
one area, say medical research, that directly conflicts with
other academic missions, such as instruction (Fairweather n.d.).

Second, industry and academe have contrasting purposes.
One desires to produce and disseminate knowledge, while the
other seeks to make a profit (David 1982; Peters and Fusfeld
1983). Universities are more likely to focus on basic research
and open publication of research results, whereas industry em-
phasizes product development and proprietary rights (Praeger
and Omenn 1980).

As the boundaries between academe and industry overlap
for example, through accredited corporate degree programs and
shared continuing education for professionalsthese underlying
differences become less distinct and spanning the boundary be-
tween business and higher education through contractual vehi-
cles becomes easier. This situation is particularly true for
academic institutions that are responJing to pressures from state
governments to pursue goals ( Chmura 1987; Public Policy Cen-
ter 1986). Such changes in institutional beim\ ior and inotiva-
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tion also have implications for mole traditional goals, such as
academic instruction and service. For example, tc develop for-
profit ventures. universities sometimes obtain capital from ex-
isting programs, which can deteriorate (Fairweather n.d.).

Methods of operation. For most academic institutions, the re-
sponsibility for academic activities lies with the faculty. Faculty
carry out research and instruction. publish, advise students, and
supervise theses and dissertations. In most institutions, faculty
ha\ e substantial influence on the outcome of decisions about
tenure and promotion. By placing substantial authority in the
faculty, academic institutions decentralize many key decisions
in contrast with corporations, which have hierarchical, top-
down decision-making. structures (Praeger and Omenn 1980).

The time framework for completing tasks also varies substan-
tially between ac ideme and industry. Unix ersities have a long-
term view of faculty research, assuming that at some point
practical applications of the results of basic research will bene-
fit society. In contrast, to achieve or maintain profitability,
industry cannot afford a significant lag time between basic re-
search and application (Peters and Fusfeld 1983).

Conflicting management styles and time references can also
acKersely affect liaisons between business and higher educa-
tion. Industrial accounting systems, for example, require alloca-
tion of cost by specific project nd activity. This scheme is
inconsistent with colleges and universities, where faculty play
so many roles as to make the assignment of time to specifi.:
projects mid activities inaccurateif not A corpora-
tion might not want to deal with the complexities of academic
accounting systems.

The implications of differing methods of operation for form-
ing liaisons are twofold. First, corporations already similar in
management style to umerdties, such as decentralized scien-
tific companies. might find it easier to form alliances with aca-
demic institutions. Second, innmatie organizational structures,
such as organized research units, might be used to preserve the
integrity of the parcnt Organizations while permitting the use of
innovative managemmit techniques (Friedman and Friedman
1984, 1985: Ikenbcrry and Friedman 1972: Teich 1982).

Attitudes of personnel. Mutual respect of potential partners is
cruual to establishing industry -unit ersity re! itionships t Brans-
comb 1984i. At the institutional level, the prestige of the



college or university affects its acceptability as a partner to in-
dustry. Industry often ignores community colleges as potential
partners, for example, because of their perceived low status.
Ironically, community colleges are often in the best position to
provide technical training, which is a major irdustrial need
(Day 1985). At the individual level, cultural and motivational
differences may cause individuals on both sides to distrust each
other. For example, industrial scientists working under time
constraints may not trust faculty to take a deadline seriously
(Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Praeger and Gmenn 1980).

Establishing some form of contact between potential partners
before negotiating a partnership may alleviate or reduce attitu-
dinal barriers. The evidence suggests that prior experience
enhances the mutual understanding of potential participants
(Branscomb 1984, p. 45).

Academic freedom
A major tenet of academe is tnat faculty control the selection of
research topics and the methods of conducting research. The
concept of "academic freedom'. so includes the obligation to
encourage the free flow of information through publication and
a variety of other mechanisms (Ashford 1983; Caldert 1983).
Several commentators cite the potential for conflict between
industry-university liaisons and academic freedom. Concern has
been raised about the choice and focus of research topics (Ash-
ford 1983; Buchbinder and Newson 1985; Caldert 1983; Hutt
1983; National Academy of Sciences 1983; Peters and Fusfeld
1983; Wofsy 1986) and about trends encouraging secrecy and
proprietary rights versus open publication of research results
(Blumenthal et al. 1986; Fowler 1982-83; 1984; Hutt 1983;
Johnson 1984; Kenney 1986; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Rich-
ter 1984).

The perception of whether or not industry-university relation-
ships threaten academic freedom can be ideologically moti-
vated. Opponents argue that the threat to academic freedom
threaten's the basic missions of the imersity.

The concept of academic freedom defines the university's re-
sponsibility to choose its rescalch endeavors on the basis of
relative academic merit. The concept of public need, in 111171,
defines the university's sponsibility to temper this choice
with a concern for the interests of the greater public good.
When funds for a project «ne from industry investment, the
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university accepts an inevitable constraint on its ability to
fulfill either of these expectations (Caldert 1983, p. 29).

Others argue that academic freedom is an illusory ideal,
threatened and influenced as much by federally funded research
as by funds from industry. Consider the following example
comparing the behavior of faculty returning from a visit to a
federal sponsor with faculty working on industrially funded
research:

If 'hen the group's research leader returned from Washing-
ton, the scientists not only changed the title of the grant pro-
posal that had occasioned her visit, but also rewrote a
substantial part of its content. . . . When a representative of
industry did not respond enthusiastically to a scientist's re-
sults, he began to pursue alternative procedures (Knorr-
Cenna 1981, p. 82).

From this perspective. faculty operate in an environment con-
stantly challenged by external audiences, only one of which is
industry.

Whether real or peiceived. potential threats to academic
freedom affect the likelihood of a college's or university's
entering into an alliance with industry'. For this reason, a sig-
nificant proportion of the literature on industry-university liai-
sons is devoted to the legal and contractual protection of aca-
demic freedom.

Legal issues
Industry-university relationships arc affected by tax policy,
antitrust regulations, and patent laws (Association of American
Universities 1986: Peters and Fusfeld 1983). As one example,
the Pate -it and Trademark Amendments of 1980 encouraged the
tiansfer of technology from academe to industry by permitting
univeisities to r 'tent inventions derived from federally funded
research projects (Association of American Universities 1986).

In additior the resolution of conflicting legal position,
through contrt,:lual means is a prerequisite to establishing
industry-university liaisons, paincularly research relationships.
These legal issues concern patent rights, copyrights, royalties,
and other intellectual property rghts; commingling of industrial
and federal research wilds: ,ifici use of the corporate or tinnier-
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sity name (Fowler 1982-83; Hutt 1983: Johnson 1984; Na-
tional Academy of Sciences 1983; Peters and Fusfeld 1983;
Richter 1984).

Some university admmistratois must consider the legal ques-
tions involved in taking equity in for profit organizations (Pe-
ters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 1i2). Others must examine alterna-
tive policies to govern potential conflicts of interest resulting
from faculty entrepreneurship (Fowler 1984; Johnson 1984;
Kenney 1986; Wofsy 1986).

Potential rewards
With the exception of plulanaopic actiyines, corpoi anons mo-
tivated by short-term results will seek an alliance with a college
or colleges only if the likelihood of potential benefit for the
corporation is high (Plaeger and Omcnn 1980). Smaller compa-
nies without substantial resources, for example. cannot afford
to speculate vast sums with little certainty of positive benefits.

Similarly, universities cannot afford to invest sizable
amounts in large-scale research operations unless the poten.ial
benefit is relatively certain. Some academics argue that univer-
sities cannot afford sizable investments in basic research, re-
gardless of the potential payoff (Muller 1982). When assessing
the potential benefits of liaisons with industry, universities must
also take into account the reluctance of industry to pay over-
head fees (Fowler 1984; Peters and Fusfeld 1983).

The concept of reward or benefit is important in assessing
the impact and effectiveness of relationships between business
and higher education. Particularly problematic are more elusive
future - oriented goals, such as pioduct development and spinoff
companies, where the potential return on in estment is difficult
to estimate.

Keys to Successful Operation
Several additional conditions aic necessar for industry
university liaisons to operate Smoothly once they are estab-
lished. These conditions ale addressed at three levels: academe,
industry, and the characteristics of the relationship. As yet,
little evidence links operational effectiveness with achievement
of desired outcomes, particularly for research relationships fo-
cused on economic development as a goal. For this reason, the
relationship between conditions affecting operations and the
achievement of goals is speculative.

A key to
effective
operation of
industry -
university
relationships
is the ability
of a college
or university
to develop
and support
nontraditional
organizational
structures,
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Acaderne
Seven academic issues are related to the effective operation of
liaisons with industry: leadership, organizational structure, con-
tractual mechanisms and institutional policies, capacity and re-
sources the faculty reward structure, faculty workload, and
communication.

Leadership. Institutional leadership is needed to provide nec-
essary resources, create innmative organizational structures, re-
solve faculty issues, and develop communication networks.
Leadership is also important at the project or program level.
Industry-university research relationships, for example, work
best when the project leader is a respected scientist and a
strong manager who believes in the usefulness of the research
(Peters and Fusfeld 1983, pp. -11-42).

Organizational structure. For industry, time constraints are
an important consideration in addressing training and research
needs (Brazziel 1981a; Day 1985, pp. 22-23). The interdisci-
plinary nature of much industrial research is also an important
consideration. Neither condition meshes easily with the depart-
mental structure of academic institutions. For this reason, a key
to effective operation of industry-university relationships is the
ability of a college or university to develop and support nontra-
ditional organizational structures (Baaklini, Worthley, and Ap-
fel 1979; Chmura 1987; Geiger 1988; Gilley 1986; Johnson
and Tornatzky 1981; Public Policy Center 1986). Included are
organized research units, which run tue gamut from traditional
ticadenfic department -like structures to externally funded insti-
tutes that focus completely on research (Friedman and Fried-
man 1985; Teich 1982) and the use of nonprofit organizations
and venture capital firms to assist in technology transfer (Gil-
ley 1986).

The placement of an industry-university liaison within the ac-
ademic institution might affect the behavior of participants
(Gold and Charner 1986). Because placement in a department-

structure might not sufficiently reintoice interdisciplinary
rn applied iesealch activities, many industry-university research
iclationships are placed in units less dependent on traditional
academic goals (Clmna 1987). For example, establishing units
that deemph tsizc instruction might enLourage faculty to devote
more time to applied research. Such alternatives might mcorpo-
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rate nonacademic staff and technicians as well as faculty and
students.

Contractual mechanisms and institutional policies. Contrac-

tual mechanisms consistent with both corporate and acaAmic
norms make the success of a joint venture more likely. S1,ch
mechanisms might include specific provisions for protecting
both parties by delaying but eventually permitting publication
of research results. Clear guidelines for expectations for faculty
behavior, from the perspecti%e of both contractual obligations
and university policy, aie useful (Powers et al. 1988). Clarifi-
cation of the impact of university policy, including the identifi-
cation and resolution of potential conflicts of interest, is im-
perative ( Government University- Industry Research Roundtable
and Industrial Research Institute 19881.

Capacity and resources. The key to any industr: -university
relationship is the quality of the participating faculty and the
stature of relevant academic programs (Day 1985; Fusfcld
1983; Geiger 1988; Government-University-Industry Research
Roundtable 1986; Johnson 1984; Praeger and Omenn 1980).
Such expertise and visibility are inevitably linked with the pro-
ductivity of the relationship and the credibility of results.

Expertise alone, however, is not sufficient. The match be-
tween faculty members' fields of expertise and the focus of the
industry-university partnership is also important. In addition,
sufficient numbers of faculty, students, and support staff to ad-
dress the' variety of activities in the relationship are essential.

Many industry university liaisons also depend heavily on the
resources of the academic institution (Praeger and Omenn
1980), including the library, laboratories, and other facilities.
Finally, substantial internal funds often are needed to assist
project staff in carrying out activities (Public Policy ('enter
1986). These requirements restrict the potential pool of univer-
sity participants in large-scale research relationships 'soh indus-
try to a small number of institutions.

Faculty reward structure. Inherent in the concept of "fac-
ulty" is the assumption that insuilefion, research, and service
are part of each position. embodied in each individual faculty
member. Although different types of institutions place different
emphases on each type of aLtivity, the underlying philosophy is
that instruction, research, and service arc compatible and sup-
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portive (Bowen and Schuster 1986; Study Group 1984). The
belief tha research and instruction are positively correlated is
especially .wrong:

the spiciai functior, of the university to combine educa-
tion ivi.th msearch, find knowledgeable observers believe that
this com!Joation has distinct advantages both for teaching
and for science and scholarship. . . . Without the marriage
of teaching and research that universities uniquely provide,
the conduct of scholarly inquiry and scientific investiga-
tion. . .would be unlikely to continue fit the level of quality
achieved over the past two generations (Bok 1982, p. 10).

The faculty reward structure, however, does nit reinforce
each behavior equally. Research and publication, dominate deci-
sions about tenure and promotion at doctorate-granting institu-
tions (Tuckman 1979, p. 169). Externally funded research is a

particularly valuable commodity in the academic marketplace
(Wofsy 1986, p. 481). These criteria are also increasingly em-
phasized at other four-year institutions (Bowen and Schuster
1986; Boyer 1987; Cole 1982). With the exception of many
community colleges, service activities are the least valued in
the academic reward structur (Crosson 1986, p. 119). Concern
exists that me undervalued worth of instruction and service ad-
versely affects academic institutions:

Although different institutions place different emphases on
research, teaching, and service in their personnel decisions,
it is clear that the reward structure can act as an incentive
or as a disincentivefor quality instruction. While research
can and should be mutually supportive and complementary,
many of our colleges and universities overemphasize re-
search and minimize quality teaching in personnel decisions,
and this tradition has potentially damaging effects on student
learning and develcpment (Study Group 1984, p. 59).

Several commentators have argued that substantial changes in
this reward structure are required to enhance the effective:: is
of industry-university liaisons (Baaklini, Worth ley, and Apfel
1979; Hambrick and Swanson 1979; Johnson and Tornatzky
1981; Lynton and Elman 1987; Smith 1986). This argument as-
sumes that liaisons between business and higher education have
a common purpose, which is not supportable. To the extent
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Colleges and univel,sines asking their faculty for greater in-
volvement in economic development activities, whatever they
may be, should be willing to have other activities d.., laced
and ideally ,should be willing to tell faculty what areas can
be dropped (Crosson 1986, p. 119).

Communication. Well-established communication links with
industry, state and federal governments, and regional economic
development agencies enable industry-university arrangements
to function more effectively (Baaklini, Worthley, and Apfel
1979; Day 1985; Peters and Fusfeld 1983). These networks
better enable colleges and corporations to match personnel on
specific projects and to enhance the likelihood of successful
transfer of technology (Chmura 1987).

Complementary internal networks also are useful. A highly
yisiblc administrative office iesponsible fur technology transfer
and patent development, for example, might increase faculty
members' identification of potential applications of their re-
search efforts.

Industry
Beyond the requiiemehtc leadei ship, capacity and resources,
and communication nets orks that they share with academic
institutions, corporations with an ability to incorporate new
knowledge rapidly are more likely to benefit from collaborative
arrangements with colleges and univeisities (Feller 1988, p.
14). Companies with decentralized, scientist-oriented structures
also might find collaboration easier and more effective.

Characteristics of the relationship
In addition to the special contributions of each partner, certain
characteristics of a collaborative agreement seem related to suc-
cessful operation. Some evidence suggests that collaboiation
throughout the operation of an agreement is related to its suc-
cess, including mutual determination of research topics, educa-
tional agendas, and so on (Day 1985, pp. 2.1-22).

Agreements based on an accurate assessment of capabilities
also seem more I %ely to operate effectively'. As an example,
compiehensive c iIleges am] universities have been more suc-
cessful in relationships focused on legion economic develop-
ment than have iesearch universities. The latter are better suited
to relationships centeied on improving the state of the art in re-
search (Feller 1988; Public Policy Center I986).
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Less certain are claims about the eompatibilit). of the rela-
tionship with the existing goals, needs. and capabilities of each
partner. Some authors claim that such compatibility is essentiai

to effective industry-university liaisons (e.g., Johnson and Tor-

natzky 1981, pp. 51-53). The effectiveness of a research rela-
tionship, for example, may depend on the "consistency [of the
relationship] with a firm's internal capabilities to assimilate
new knowledge, and with individual faculty /university stan-
dards for promotion and tenure and pursuit of academic status"
(Feller 1988, p. 14). Similarly, industry-university partnerships
easily incorporated into university doctoral degree program re-
quirements are more likely to operate successfully (Branscomb
1984, p. 45).

At the same time many relationships do not mesh easily
with the goals, needs, or capabilities of either partner. The
need on either or both sides may be sufficient to search for
some sort of accommodation. but the overlap of interests and
needs may be small. This conflict is recognized by the substan-
tial literature calling for adaptability and change by universities
to accommodate relations with industry (e.g., Bach and Thorn-

ton 1983; Hutt 1983: Johnson and Tornatzky 1981: Lynton and
Elman 1987; National Science Board 1986: National Science
Foundation 1982b; Public Policy Center 1986; Schuh 1986:
Stauffer 1979). In these types of relationships, retention of ex-
isting mores and operating procedures may be more difficult.
For example, some partnerships have conflicted with universi-
ties' doctoral program requirements by requiring substantial de-
lays .n the submission of dissertations (Richter 1984).

The e differences in perspecti% e are reflected in differing
opinions about the importance of management techniques in
successfliffy forming and operating indus,i-v-university part-
nerships.

The Importance of Management: Two Vies
In establishing and operating industry university relationships,
the dominant perspecti% e in the literature is that difference~ be-
tween academe and industry can be resok ed thiough careful

contractual and management inech,lnP,11h. Contractual agree-
ments can be used to resoh e disputes about patents, address

conflicts over proplietar> rights. and ensure the university's
autonomy (Broad 1982). In effect. the contract becomes the
mechanism for ensuring the o\ crlap of corporate and ,3cadenue
interests (Blumenthal et al. 198O: 13ok 1982; Broad 1982, 17(m-

L,70 eprenett, ship CIO I IWI1C1 Ot1011

tU
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ler 1982-83. 1984: Hutt 198.1: Nlatthews and Norgaard 1984:
Powers et al. 1988: Reams 1986: Tatel and Guthrie 1983; Va-
nn and Kukich 19851.

A few commentators disagree. claiming that the basic dis-
similarities between academe and industry in mission and
culture make the resolution of crucial differences through con-
tractual deuces unlikely (Udell 1983; Knorr-Cetina 1981).
One national association has recognized the cultural. not con-
tractual. basis underlying successful liaisons:

Perhaps the .soundest safeguard lof the integrity of the mil-
li:null is the integnt:1 of the cienusts buttressed by codes
of ethics and standards of ()chi:: tar advocated by faculties
and institutions (National Academy of Sciences 1983, p. 12).

Another Olsen er argues that contractual p :visions alone do
not guarantee consistency of industr-unis ersity re;earch rela-
tionships w ith academic instructional goals. For example, a
contract that guarantees freedom to publish and pros ides for
faculty release time to pursue entrepreneurial activities may be
consistent x ith academic freedon but not w ith instructional
goals Fairs\ eather n.d.1.

When the broad array of factors affecting implementation
and operation of industry -unit ersity liaisons is considered. in-
cluding the importance of organizational structure. leadership.
capacity and resources. quality of faculty , history, and culture.
arguments that giant o andinp. importance to legal issues are
uncons mcmg. By minimizing or ignoring the importance of ad-
ditional factors. the management school of thought does a
dissers ice to academic and industrial leaders pondering future
ilhances by os ersimplify mg the requirements for successful li-
aisons. Enlightened contractual pros isions are necessary but not
\uftieient conditions for 111(ILNI%-unixer.ot: liaisons to achieve



COMPATIBILITY WITH ACADEMIC FUNCTIONS

The debate about industry-Unnersit liaisons reflects contrast-
ing views of the nature of academic institutions, their role in
society, and their ability to enhance the eompetitheriess of the
American economy . These fundamental disagreements are
obfuscated by the focus of the debate, which has been on nar-
row contractual issues like protection of property rights. Never-
theless, as colleges and uniirsities evolve, 1 central question

remains: What type of academic institutions will emerge' On
one hand, certain liaisons with industry might make colleges
and universities more response z. to external needs. w Inch can
benefit society. On the other hand, some partnerships with in-
dustry, perhaps even the same ones, may deemphasize instruc-
tion and decrease program quality,- which may result in a net
cost to society.

Judgment about the costs and benefits of industry ersit%

alliances necessarily depends on how one views academe. Per-
haps some boundaries, however, can be placed on estimating
costs and benefits. Irrespectr% e of philosophical orientation,
continued pursuit of the same t pc of missionresearch and
scholarshipby more and more academic institutions regard-
less of capacity or historical mission is not desirable. Evidence
indicates that as more and more nim,-ersitit, attempt to advance
along the same prestige ladder. the functions that they empha-
size grow smaller and more homogeneous. High prestige is as-
sociated with research and scholarly publication: undergraduate
instruction and public service are on the losing, side (Bowen
and Schuster 1986: Study Group 1984). In this sense, the re-
sponsiveness of academe as a tt hole needs to improve.

On the other side, alliances that detract Iron) instruction as a
primary academic mission are not helpful:

If uncle/graduate instriatoM is a major goal let cii it full Ih('

primary one). a 11,111(u-sus should !nova' luusons tsuli 111dus-

UT 011/V if it is aSStlii'd /ha/ 11151171( )11 gill 111 SO110' it al ben-

d!! I OF at least nor be haiPized) i harrw eather

At the very least. the benehts to industry and to academic %-
search capacity must be weighed against the costs to a s ariet\
of other academic missions, especially instruction.

Finally, the line should be drawn at university-deeloped for-
profit ventures, especially those funded from current operating
budgets and incorporated into the existing academic structure.
Although the list of such \ entures is expanding, little attention

Continued
pursuit of the
same type of
mission
research and
scholarship
by more and
more
academic
institutions
regardless of
capacity or
historical
mission is not
desirable.
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has been paid to the compatibility of "corporate behavior''
with academic .alucs. Even the most liberal definition of "aca-
demic institution" precludes making profitability the principal
objecti% e. Indeed. piofft m00% anon is inconsistent with the
nonprofit :ax status of most postsecondary institutions.

The E%idence
B idence about the compatibility of industry-uniersity liaisons
with academic functions is slighth more substantial than data
on the effectmeness of such relationships; although it is still
largely anecdotal and speculatm. In describing the impact on
colleges and uithersities. most commentators fail to distinguish
between the different types of liaisons bctween business and
higher education, which include philanthropic relationships, re-
search and technology transfer agreements, and alliances based
on education: training, and professional development. The im-
plicit assumption of homogeneity is not supportable and masks
the variety of impacts resulting from industry- university
tionships.

In addition to type of lia.3on, for academic institutions the
real or potential impact of reiations w ith industry varier, by in-
stitutional focus. For this section, relevant foci are the aca-
demic missions, including research, insuuction, and service,
and the evolution of the institution.

The Missions: Research and Scholarship
Two generic types of industry - university liaisons can affect aca-
demic research and scholarship: philanthropic re' tionships and
research and technology transfer agreements. lanthropic rela-
tionships. including cordoratc donations of unrestricted funds
and of facilities, can enhance the strength of academic re-
search. Unrestricted funds are most desirable. as reflected in
the large-scale efforts b academic institutions to pursue corpo-
rate gifts (Harris I9).

More controversial is the compatibilim of various research
and technology transfer relationships. particulark large-scale
agreements, with academe reseawf-, and scholarship. Commen-
tators strongly disagree about th_ costs and benefits of such re-
lationships for academic re-:arch.

Potential benefits
The potential benefits for acadennc iesearch and scholarship re-
sulting from hdisols %%oh industry concern resources, facilities,
and strengthening existing programs.

I t)



Resources. In some disciplines, such as biotechnology; aca-
demic institutions could not haN e initiated research w ithout sub-
stantial support from mdustr (Brooks M)4; Kenney 1986).
Industrial funds for academic research also ha\ e enabled co!-
leges and unixersities to continue ieseareh programs that other-
wise might be closed:

Bvt ;side industrial funding does not have the potential to
replace federal tio:'ing as the major source of financing um-
versitv research. it does hint the potential to replace much
of what unit erstoes have lost land stand to lose) because of
decrease.s in the let el or tedc'ral funding iFossler 1982-83,
p. 516).

This effect is probably limited to specific disciplines because
the total ration of federal funding for academic research to
funding from industry is approximately le1 (National Science
Board 1987).

From the faculty's perspective, industrial funding may pro-
vide additional benefits. The process of applying, to obtain re-
search funds from industry can be less complicated than that of
federal sponsors. Less red tape is involved in most industrially
funded projects than in federally funded research (Richter
1984, p. 6).

Long-term funding from industr, can also benefit faculty by
freeing them from spending time pursuing: additional research
funds (Mai 1984. p. 3). If such funding is relatively unre-
stricted: faculty arc likely to Naive the support whether or not
the amount is substantial (Richter 1984. p. 26).

Facilities. Real expenditures a academic tat:dines ha\ e de-
clined in the past decade (BusinessHigher Education Forum
1984, p. 2). During this time, federal research and develop-
ment funding for academe has not increased appreciall (Na-
tional Science Foundation 1984a. p. 6, 1985d, p. 5). The result
has been a substantial deterioration of acodemic science and
engineering facilities (Mai 1984; National Research Council
1985b: Peters and Fusfeld 1983;.

By providing faculty with access to modern equipment and
facilities, some industry-um ersitv partnerships enhance the
productivity of facult and save the university a substantial in-
vestment in money (Larsen and Wigand 1987, p. 589). ;It the
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same time. industrial scientists may benefit by gaining access
to some equipment not mailable in their work setting.

Strengthening existing programs. Critics argue that industry-
university research agreements can distort the direction of aca-
demic research. Although this conflict is serious (see the fol-
lowing discussion); the criticism is overly simplistic. In some
agreements, industry funds taculty to continue existing research
projects. In this context, industrial funding can strengthen exist-
ing research programs. The key is the match between the re-
search needs of industry, existing faculty actmities, and the
freedom faculty have to continue or drop particular lines of
inquiry.

Potential coca
The potential costs to academic research and scholarship con-
cern six issues: academic freedom, focus of research, secrecy,
faculty productivity, intellectual property rights, and the split
between the haves and the has e noes.

Academic freedom. Many commentators argue that academic
freedom, or the freedom of faculty to choose research topics
and methods of insestigation, is potentially threatened by
industry university research partnerships (Ashford 1983; Cal-
der 1983; National Academy of Sciences 1983: Tate! and
Guthrie 1983). Of particular concern is the selection of research
topics to fit the sponsor's goals rather than the faculty mem-
ber's interests (Buchhnider and Newson 1985. p. 51; Wofsy
1986. p. 485).

To examine the potential impact on academic freedom, con-
sider the categories of choice in any research project. They
include the category of research (a continuum of basic to ap-
t' '' the specific pioject, the methodology, the method of
:valuation, and the approach to dissemination. Factors influenc-
ing these choices include peisonal inteiest, mailability of fund-
ing. desire for future funding. and the acceptability of the
research to the academic communit (Ashford 1983. pp. 2f)
`'l. Industrial sponsors can use the Amiability of current and
future research funds to influence academic research in any cat-
egory of choice. Beyond the obN. ions influence of priAiding
funds for research on a specific topic. more subtle influences
also take place:



Take the case of a toxicologist who has reason to believe
that two chemicals could be significant human carcinogens,
but who has the resources to pursue a study of only one. If
she knows that chemical A is manufactured by a compare
that is about to give a large technology :development grant to
her university, and tha: chemical B is not, will her choice be
unaffected by that fact? A it not fair to sat that fear of up-
setting a potential /under may provide an incentive to in esti-
gate B rather than .1? (Ashford 1983. p. 22).

The freedom of faculty to choose research topics may be partic-
ularly threatened in departments where a single corporation pro-
vides the majority of research funds (Kenney 1986).

The evidence. although limited, lends credence to these con-
cerns. Selection of a research topic is clearly influenced by in-
dustrial funding in biotechnology (Blumenthal et al. 1986, pp.
1364-65) and in other disciplines (Fowler 1984. p. 37). A
study of industry-university liaisons in microelectronics also
supports these findings:

Industrial researehen unilaterally deternuned the nature of
the research half of the tune, and university researchers co-
operated With nulustry researchers in defining research goals
in other cases. Then, were no cases reported in which uni-

versity researchers defined research goals alone (Larsen and

Wigand 1987, p. 589).

Sonic commentators disagree with this evidence, claiming
that any externally funded rL.searli influences the choice ofre-
search topic (Knorr-Celina 1981. p. 82: Richter 1984. p. 29).
Others argue that increasing research funds from industry less-
ens dependence on federal sources. w hich Inc-eases faculty's
choice (Rosenzweig and Tuilington 19821.

Is industry-supported research distinct in its influence from
other sot. .N of external funding.' For academic fieedom, the
crucial factor is %Odle] or not the sponsor (vial s the re-
search project to focus on specific approaches, topics. and out-
comes (Knorr -Celina 1981. p. 'a)). Although not true for all

relationships. it appears that industry is more likely than other
sponsors to fund research with a focus On specific applications,
often with a time-specific commercial focus. In such cases, in-
dustrially funded projects are less compatible with academic
freedom than those supported by other sotnces of funding.
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The focus of research: Basic versus applied. Unlike aca-
demic freedom, little disagreement exists about the generic fo-
cus of research funded by industry: Irrespective of discipline,
the emphasis is on applied, not basic, research (Ashford 1983;
Blumenthal et al. 1986; Branscomb 1984; Hutt 1983 Larsen
and Wigand 1987; Peters and Fusfeld 1983; Richter 1984; Ta-
te! and Guthrie 1983; Wofsy 1986). The emphasis on applica-
tion, including commercial applicability, sometimes is specified
in the research agreement. The Washington University/Mon-
santo Corporation agreement, for example, stipulates that two-
thirds of the funds go to applied research and the remainder
basic research (Kenney 1986, pp. 67-68). One commentator
claims that the research direction of an entire discipline can be
affected if it is highly dependent on corporate funding (Kenney
1986, pp. 112-13).

In some disciplines, particularly engineering, the line be-
tween applied and basic is arbitrarily drawn. When such ambi-
guity exists, the potential incompatibility of industry-funded
research is less evident:

Even when industrial contracts are focused on practical
problems, they sometimes provide occasions for digging
more deeply unto fimdametztal questions (Richter 1984, p. 5).

On the whole, the applied focus of industry-university re-
search liaisons seems incompatible with many academic re-
search goals, especially for basic research that has a long-
rather than short-term locus.

Secrecy. A major academic tenet is that scientific progress de-
pends on open publication of research results and the free flow
of information. The proprietary nature of some industry-funded
research may conflict with this central belief (Kenney 1986;
National Academy of Sciences 1983).

Although piecemeal, the evidence suggests that secrecy is a
major problem with some industry-university research relation-
ships. One survey found that academic administrators were
concerned about the emphasis on secrecy and its impact on fac-
ulty behavior (Fowler 1984, p. 37). More specific results were
found in a survey of bioteciinology faculty. Industrially funded
projects in biotechnology are likely to include restrictions on
publication, including delays in and prohibition of open release
of research results. Biotechnology faculty working on industri-
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ally funded research projects also interact less frequently with
their colleagues, thereby further restricting the free flow of in-
formation (Blumenthal et al. 1986, pp. 1364-65).

Faculty productivity. Some critics argue that faculty involved
in industrially funded research may decrease their productivity,
particularly those interested in commeicial gain (see, e.g.,
Wofsy 1986). The only study to address this question directly,
a survey of biotechnology faculty, contradicts this assertion,
however. Biotechnology faculty receiving support from industry
had more publications, filed for more patents, and developed
more inventions than their colleagues who were not supported
by industry (Blumenthal et al. 1986, p. 1363). Because faculty
receiving support from industry also receive more funding from
all external sources (Richter 1984), receipt of industrial sup-
port is best viewed as one of <cveral indications of faculty pro-

ductivity.

Intellectual property rights. A subFtantial portion of the liter-
ature about industry-university relationships emphasizes the

conflict between the two parties over intellectual propert, rights
(patents and copyrights). The contractual bases for resolving
such differences are, however, increasingly well understood
(Reams 1986). Although the contractual issues are complex
and must address the specific circumstances of the partners,
such conflicts are resolvable in part becau,,e of their visibility.
Less obvious conflicts. such as changes in faculty activities,
are much more difficult to resolve contractually (Ashford

1983, p. 18).

The haves and the have nots. Industrial support for academic
research is concentrated in a small numb.,: of institutions
("Business and Universities'' 1982, Drew 1985: National Sci-
ence Board 1985). On a national level, this pattern of differen-
tial support has two principal consequences for academic
institutions. It assists in maintaining the viability of research
universities by making them less vulnerable to fluctuations in
federal funding (Rosenzweig and Tur lington 1982). At the
same time, it reinforces the second-class status of other four-
year institutions (Business f ligher Education Forum 198,1:

Drew 1985). The gulf between these types of institutions is
worrisome because approximately half of all undergraduates
and graduates in engineering are trained at these less presti-
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gurus institutions (National Science Foundation 1984b, 1985a,
19851)). Failure to expose a larger propoition of scientists and
engineers to the latest research techniques and equipment may
also reduce the national capacity for research (Drew 1985).

The Missions: Instruction and Advising
Unlike research and scholarship, little attention has been paid
to the impact of industiy-university liaisons on academic in-
struction (Fairweather n.d.). Two surveys of academic adminis-
trators to eltctt concerns about the compatibility of industrial
relationships with academic functions failed to elicit a single
response related to instruction (bowler 1984; Peters and FUS-
1eld 1983).

To ameliorate this lack of attention to instruction; this sec-
tion examines the potential benefits and costs of industry-
university philanthropic, education and training, and research
relationships for academic instruction.

Potential benefits
The potential benefits tot acadL mic instruction resulting from
liaisons with industry concern recruiting and retaining students
and faculty and the instructional envilonment

Recruiting and retaining students. Corporate contributions of
scholarships can increase students' access, particularly for those
ssho otherwise could not afford a college education. Scholar-
ships can also increase access for specific groups, including
minorities.

Industry-toueisity research relationships also pi ovide incen-
tives for students to enroll and remain in college programs. Re-
search liaisons that provide students with access to industrial
laboratories can assist universities in attracting students. In-
dustrially fundedresearch that includes student stip-nds can
encourage retention. The opportunity to gain vocational ex-
perience while pursuing a degicc and the increased likelihood
of _rob placement arc also attractive to potential students (Rich-
1..1 1984. p. 22). This factor is especially important for gradu-
ate programs in science and engineering, where the financial
incentive for bachelor's recipients to enter industry rather than
to continue studies has resulted in a shortage of American -born
doctoral students (Babe() 1987; Barthel and Early 1985; Na-
tional Science Board 1985; National Science Foundation 1982a;
Stern and Chandler 1987).
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Recruiting and retaining faculty. -Throughout the 19Mrs, col-
leges and universities offering programs rn high-demand techni-
cal fields have faced shortages of faculty (Barthel and Early
1985; Dorgan 1984a, 19841); National Science Foundation
1982a). The shortage has been especially acute in engineering
and computer science (Dorgan 1984b; Dorgan nog Gilkeson

)986), although recent trends show improvement (Dolga!)
and Gilkeson 1986).

Industry-university liaisons may assist universities in resolv-
ing shortages of faculty in several ways. By endowing chairs,
corporations may enhance the ability of colleges and universi-
ties to attract outstanding senior faculty. I3y contributing funds
to supplement salaries, several corporations may have helped

universities retain their junior faculty (13usinessHigher Educa-
tion Forum 1984; Peters and Fusfeld 1983).

Education and training relationships that encourage industrial
employees to teach are helpful to many institutions (Business--
Higher Education Forum 1984; Ping 1981) . Maw community
Colleges and proprietary institutions depend hem ily on part-
time faculty from local industry (Boyle 19831.

Research agreements may also ,his! academe institutions 111

attracting and etarnt IacuIty. Rdationships that provide ac-

cess to industrial laboratories. in,:reased Opportunities for con-
sulting, and the ,eke assist colleges and universities in recruiting
faculty (Dorgan and Gilkeson 1986; Fairweather n.d.).

The instructional environment. porate gilts of equipment
and donations for capital mendltoreS Cdn enhance academic
facilities and the instruction il emironment. Use of part -tune
faculty from industry can %duce strident iaculty ratios and class
sizes, which enhances instructional quality. And industrial em-
ployees can enhance the quality of technical programs. particu-
larly in community colleges, by helping to keep the curriculum
current (Boy le 1983 I.

Potential costs
Industry-univci;;ty relationships can also aik ersely affect aca-
demic instruction. The relevant issues include lack of cmplIat
on und.rgradti ate education, doctoral program f rocesses, fac-
ulty activities, and faculty-student interaction.

Lack of emphasis on undergraduate education. Although
industry-university relationships emer an array of activities, the
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majority of industrial funding for academe has focused on re-
search and gradua'e education (Ping 1981):

hiductiv has given increased attention to Rience trod engi-
neenng research and to graduate education, but private sec-
tor support of undergraduate education has not increased
.similarly (National Science Board 1986, pp. 1-2).

In this context, industry-university relations reinforce trends
tov,ard graduate and assay from undergraduate instruction,
which may exacerbate the perceived decline in undergraduate
programs that has received considerable national attent:,,n
(Bowen and Schuster 1986; Boyer 1987; Cole 1982; Study
Group 1984).

Doctoral program processes. For industry-university research
relationships, one key to compatibility ith academic functions
is congruence with doctoral program processes (Branscomb
1984, p. 45). The evidence, although limited, suggests that this
"fit" has not been easily accomplished. Proprietary rights and
secrecy can adversely affect doctoral education by preventing
students from using data for dissertations and by imposing de-
lays on submission of dis'crtations (Richter 1984, pp. 3-4). In
one case, for example, a dissertation was delayed for one year
in accordance with the research agreement (Richter 1984, p. 3).
The emphasis on protecting research results can also adversely
affect the quality of graduate instruction by preventing timely
incorporation of results into the curl iculum.

Research agreements focused on short-term product develop-
ment may also conflict with doctoral program processes. To
meet deadlines. many of these agreements use full-time techni-
cians lather than g hate students, which reduces potential in-
structional and training benefits for students (Fail eather n.d.).

Faculty activities. Over thL past mo decades, engineering and
science faculty have devoted mole time to research and less to
instruction tMaxlield 1982; National Science Foundation 1981,
1982a, 1985c). Evidence suggests that this trend has adversely
affected the quality of instruction (f3(men and Schuster 1986;
Bovei 1987; Study Group 1984). The National Science Board
(1986), for example, reports that faculty in high-demand tech-
Mei fields do not spend enough time keeping the curriculum
current or advising students.



Reinforcing, this trend, to Lompetc ss ith industry for talent,
universities are offering faculty in high - demand areas greater
release time and losses teaching loads (Dorgan 1984b; p. 6).
The emphasis of these incentix Ls is on research, not instruction
(National Science Foundation and U.S. Department of Educa-
tion 1980, p. 10).

As mentioned pres iously, industry-um\ ersity relationships
focus heavily on research (National Science Board 1986; Ping
1981). As one example, the lioechst-Nlassachusetts General
Hospital (Harvard Unixer,it ) agreement specifies that partici-
pating faculty must desote most of their time to research (Ken-

ney 1986, p. 63). By reinto,,ing faculty research behavior,
these relationships may exacerbate existing instructional prob-
lems. Especial l vulnerable ale the high-demand science and
engineering fields v.,here class sizes, student faculty ratios, and
faculty ,Aorkl qls are already too high (Dorgan 1984b; Dorgan
and Gi Ikeson 1986; National Serener round,ition and U.S. De-
partment of Education I()80, pp. 35-36).

Except for data1<IL1 on national ticnds, little evidence exists to
support or contradict suppositions about the compatibility of

industry-university Jese.tich rel.monships ssitli instructional
quality. A suixey of luotechnolop taL-ult), slum cd that faculp.,
receiving reseals:1i funds from industr did not teach less Ian
their colleagues (Blumenthal et al 1986, p. 1363). That studs,
lmever, did not take into ,tecount type o1 research relation-
ship, including length of rel eionship, tools on basic or appli,d
research. and so on. in contrast to that sin\ e\ t case studs
of engineering and compoter set...ace piograms found a nega-
tive effect.

The range betiteett the '1)(11- aril "Ito!
hauling situations. from the standpoint of tom ersul tat It/6
Committed to atatiettut 1,rlitrt, api)ears to be mu( h it Oa,
than the range betiscen the "best" and the "Isorst"
goiernment-fittitling sinian(ms (Richter 1984, p. 7).

This conflicting. piecenh.al information Is Itilthel es idenee
of the lack of e data about the impact of trultRtR
university agreements on I.:Lillis arms Ines across a mety of

discipline

Facult-student interaction, Rtlated to Oh potential for de-
creased time spent on inqrtleTum 111,1 is Islnt' aricR 01

By
reinforcing
faculty
research
behavior,
these
relationships
may
exacerbate
existing
instructional
problems.
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faculty-student ielationships might be adveisely affected by
certain industry university ailangements. Biotechnology again
has received special attention:

Abuses of faculty - student relationships hat drawn attention
at several umesities neglect of pre- and postdoctoral
trainees by "two-hat'' advisers busy with commercial in-
volements, increasing pressure for secrecy that inhibits
communication and regards colleagues as competitors, fear
that thesis and research ideas will be transfe,red to the com-
mercial _ctor and etploited (\Vofsy 1986, p. 485).

The Missions: Service
The aca lemic service function falls into the broad category of
responsiveness to societal and institutional needs. Public service
focuses )11 activities carried out foi the benefit of society: insti-
tutional service focuses on assisting the academic institution in
rarr in` out necessary functions. Academic institutions, espe-
cially public land-grant universities, have been criticized for
lack of responsiveness to public service (Schuh 1986). Even
1)11% ate ICSCatell universities can be said to have a responsibility
to serve the public at huge through reseatch (Bok 1982). In this
light, the primary benLin of industry-university service-oriented
relationships is the uniNersit's enhanced iesponsiveness to so-

needs

Liaisons that mature the ',nivel say to consider its broader
kid 'oh' must stuck enhance the public service function

cotnnton to many universities. Such an impact would be
itch omed by acadenucs and legislators concerned that the
activine.; of faculty in land-grant institutions hate become
vimall indistinguishable from tbcir colleagues in pm ate in-
stitutions (Fairweather n.d.).

The puncipal cost of these alhunces is distortion and perhaps
loss of traditional academic values. By expanding the role of
academic service in the faculty workload, the time faculty
spend on instruction and on ICSCach and scholarship will mob-
all % line (Bowen and Schuster 1986).

In Tins context, compatibility (or the lack of it) has two im-
plications. Lack of compatibility may point to the need for sub-
stantial cf ,1ge to fulfill the service function more effectively.
It may at Point to a threshold beyond which academic 111Stitil-
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tions are no longer recognizable as distinct entities. These con-
cepts are explored more fully for the three foci of industry-
university service-oriented relationships: continuing education,
technology transfer, and additional economic development.

Continuing education
Businesshigher education liaisons formed to foster continuing
education, especially w hen based on degree programs and for-
mal courses, are clearly compatible w ith the academic mission
of service. lndeLd, some argue that continuing education is the
primary academic mechanism for responding to societal needs
(e.g., Cross 1981). Continuing education programs that focus
on training and vocational preparation are compatible with
many types of academic institutions. Job training and retraining
appear most compatible w ith the mission of the community
college; doctorate-g.anting um\ ersities seem better suited to
upgrade the training of professionals in high-demand techni-
cal fields.

Although compatible with academic service, continuing edu-
cation is less compatible with the academic reward structure
(Stark,. Lowther, and Hagerty 1986). Although the use of non-
traditional faculty in continuing education programs long has
been accepted practice (Houle 1)80), to update professionals in
such specialized fields as superconductivity requires the in-
volvement of full -time faculty, from major !research universities
(Public Policy Center 1986). For these faculty, service ha, the
least value in the reward structure (Crosson 1986).

1echnotogy transfer
The compatibility of industry university technology transfer
agreements with academic functions varies by mea_n,,nism.
Mechanisms consistent with traditional academic praLnces are
the most compatible: conferences, publications, extension pro-
grams, and personnel exchange programs (Feller 1988). Some
newer approaches, such as research and 1/4,evelopment limited
partnerships and some forms of organized research units, are
designed to enhance iesponsieness in a manner consistent with
academic values (Baitlett and Siena 1983 -8s1.

Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that traditional tL:linol-
ogy transfer vehicles arc ineftective (Johnson and TornatziN
1981). And although conceptually appealing, research and de-
velopment limited partnerships ave vet to be shown effective,
much less cost-effective.

Entrepleneurshm and IlIgher Edu«mon
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For these reasons. approaches hat e been developed to en-
courage direct unit ersitf. int °It cinch, in technology transfer,
including arrangements that focus on product development, cre-
ation of spinoff companies. and unit ersitv-formed for-profit
ventures (Baldwin and Green 1984-85; Larsen and Wigand
1987: Public Policy Center 1986). As academic institutions be-
come more directly invoked in technolo(:* transfer, the com-
patibility with some academic values, including academic
freedom, decreases (Feller 1988, p. 31). This conflict is espe-
cially likely when technolo* transfer is the responsibility of
tenure-track instructional faculty rather than, for example, ex-
tension faculty hired for the purpose of technology transfer. Im-
plications for the faculty workload and the preservation of
academe as an independent entity are also of concern. Finally.
the large-scale applicability of these more radical technology
mechanisms hate yet to be proted effectke or cost- effective,

Economic development
Economic development contained it industn-unkersity rela-
tionships includes do elopment of human capita!, economic re-
sexch and analyso state-of-the-art research, enhancing the
economic capacity of the local area or region, developing new
companies, and increasing employment (Col-potation for Penn
State 1986; Public Policy Center 1986). Three of these activi-
ties are compatible v ith academic t.lues: the de-

elopment of hid-nan capital. economic research and analysis.
and advanced research. More problematic an_ expectations for
direct economic benefits, including enhancing regional eco-
nomic capacity. creating spinoff businesses, and increasing em-
ployment. As with technology transfer, the larger questions
concern the type of institutions that result from pursuit of eco-
nomic development, whether or not this evolution is effective,
and whether the benefits outweigh the cogs.

L ()lotion of the Institution
The foirpatibility of industi -unk eisity liaisons w ith academic
functions is complex because a single relationship Lao simuha
nonisiv benefit certain academe functions while harming oth-
cis. The central question is whether the ot erall impact, taking
into account benefits and costs, makes the industry-university
arrangement worthwhile. In this light, several institutional-level
Issues are of interest: faculty entrepreneurship, faculty work-
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load, the structure of research. disciplinary conflicts, and the
nature of academic institutions.

Faculty entrepreneurship
As evidenced in the Pajaro Dunes conference, which brought
together leaders fr am academe and industry, faculty entrepre-
neurship has received increasing attention in academe (Broad
1982). Particular attention has been paid to faculty owning
shares in spinoff companies and to faculty owning and manag-
ing start-up companies; less attention has been focused on more
traditional activities, such as consulting. Attention also has
been paid to Institutional policy, especially policies that encour-
age institutional and faculty participation in equity arrange-
ments in the pursuit of for-profit ventures (Feller 1988). As
institutions evolve toward corporate behavior, their instructional
and service activities may be deemphasized.

Two perspectives dominate the debate about faculty entrepre-
neurship. To make academic institutions more responsive to
needed economic development, some commentators argue for
increased administratise support for faculty entrepreneurship.
recognizing the importance of individual faculty in creating the
new technologically oriented companies that seem so important
to the future of the economy (Gilley 1986: Public Policy Cen-
ter 1986).

Others argue that faculty pursuit of commercial gain is in-
compatible with the pursuit of knowledge (Linnell 1982: Na-
tional Academy of Sciences 1983). From this perspective.
faculty who spend considerable time on external commercial in-
terests may cease to be "faculty in the traditional sense of the
term (Fairweather n.d.: Reams 1986).

Examination of faculty entrepreneurial activities has focused
on high-demand technical fields. especially biotechnology, and
to a lesser degree engineering and computer science. These
studies show that faculty involved extensively in the operation
of companies devote less time to their academic functions
(Kenney 1986; Richter 1984). Recent restrictions on faculty en-
trepreneurship at Washington University seem to support these
research findings; apparently, faculty could not can y Out then
academic duties while Illanaizinl, commercial operation

Faculty workload
Faculty play a wide variety of roles in academic institutions,
including researcher, scholar. teacheridiser, and plovider of

Entrepreneurship and Ihglier hda«inon



public service. Even for extremely productive faculty, the
workload has limits: Beyond a certain point, the addition of re-
sponsibilities requirs the elimination of other activities (Bowen
and Schuster 1986). Industr -university relationships that over-
lap substantially with existing faculty activities may not affect
the faculty workload significantly. Many of these relationships,
however, require substantial changes in faculty behavior. When
activities like economic development and technology transfer
are added to the agenda, particularly in a short-term project,
some traditional activities must be reduced or eliminated. Evi-
dence suggests that service and instruction are the first to suf-
fer, with research and scholarship less likely to be affected
(Bowen and Schuster 1986; Crosson 1986).

When faculty must simultaneously pursue open and secret
research agendas, the workload is further increased. In such
cases, reductions in other activities may result:

The burden of maintaining a teaching program and two
separate research programs, where the results of one re-
search program are to be widely disseminated and the re-
sult ' the other may be required to be kept secret in the
pursuit of commercial success, is more than even the most
responsible faculty member can be expected to shoulder
(Giamatti 1983, p. 6).

Structure of research
The location of an industrially funded research project in an ac-
,/lemic institution has implications beyond administrative con-
venience. Consider an applied research project with two options
for placement: a peripheral organized research unit supported
by .,oft money and a traditional academic department. Place-
ment in the ORU might encourage faculty involved in the proj-
ect to spend more time on research than would be typical for a
department-based project, which may be consistent with project
research goals but may decrease faculty involvement in instruc-
tion, advising, and some service activities. Locating the project
in a department might increase ft, likelihood that participating
faculty will continue to tecn but m,,y be less effective in ad-
dressing applied research goals. Each alternative has associated
costs and benefits; in either case, the location has implications
beyond the scope of the research project.

A related issue concerns the operating philosophy of
industry-university research agreements and the consequences
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for faculty behavior and academic freedom. Some agreements
arc based on bureaucratic structures SA ith top-down decision
making, such as projects ocsigned for product development
that require involvement by corporate sales and marketing
managers. These arrangements can conflict with the academic
environment where faculty make decisions about time alloca-
tion, student invokement, and so on. Research agreements rL-
quiring a top-down decision-making structure are probably best
served by invoh ing faculty through a peripheral ORU. The
differences in structure and incentives in such an ORU, particu-
larly one dependent on this type of ,esearch agreement, may be
unrecognisable as an academic entity. .Again, the question
arises whether faculty in oh ed in such an arrangement respond

to the more comprehensw e role of faculty member or to the

more narrow role of protect researcher.

Disciplinary conflicts
Corporate funding of academic institutions is concentrated on
disciplines of importance to the corporation. Most often they
are technical fields releapt to company research and produc-
tion or disciplines that produce graduates hired by the company
(Branscomb 19S4).

The relatively narrow disciplinary focus of funds from indus-
try has implications for academic institutions. oncern exists
about the liberal arts and humanities. waich already receive dis-
proportionately fewer rewards than their more visible sciencL
and engineering counterparts (Peterson 1983). Faculty salaries
in liberal arts and humanities, for example, are substantially
lower than in computer science. engineering, and business
(Babco 19S7). Industry has piovided funds for salary supple-
ments in high-demand fields, v hich exaceibates salary discrep-
ancies between disciplines (BusinosIlighei Education Forum

198 Peters and Fusfcld 1983). The university may also con-
tribute to this discrepancy by taking funds from one department
to give to another group interested in forming an alliance with

industry'.
Disproportionate rew such as higher salaries. are nec-

essary to attract faculty in high-demand technic.al fields. As the

discrepancy between disciplines grows, the question lemains
whether the fabuc of an academic institution is threatened:

These questions ane nonNesome pieciselv bec wise the «m-
Cern not merely budgetarl ikons Ina, at a more houlainewal
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level, the character of 111mm:tronal progranis, research di-
rections, and educational mission (Matthos and Norgaard
1984. pp. 94-95).

Nature of the academic institution
Beyond the specific industry-um ersity relationship lie the
questions of what happens to the academic institution as a
whole and cc hether such cuanges benefit society. As tradition-
ally defined, academic institutions claim to benefit society
mostly through indirect means. such as by training future
professionals, educating the citizenry, and carrying out research
that may have future applications. For the most part, even the
dnect economic development roles h ire concentrated on tradi-
t )nal academic strengths, such as continuing professional edu-
cation. Economic benefits also have been defined in traditional
ways, such as the contribution of employee tax revenues to lo-
cal communities.

In contrast, the newer industry-university relationships en-
courage direct irnokement rn economic development through
pros Wing technical assistance, creating spinoff companies to in-
crease employment and competitiveness, and paying greater at-
tention to application and ptoduct development. These liaisons
as,ume that direct 1.:volement in economic development can
he accomplished within existing institutions by modifying re-
ward structures, values, and goals. The foci, inceatives, and
es en missions envisioned it these modified institutions are,
how eer. so fundamental that the resulting institutions may not
he recognizable in current terms. GI\ en financial constraints
and limits on faculty workload, will the modified institutions
t_ontinue to emphasize instruction and basic research' (Aslanian
and Brickell 1981: Douglas 1984: Haddad 1986). Will institu-
tions that undergo substantial revisions in missIGn and reward
structines he able to attract the same type of faculty that were,
responsible for its reputation in the first place? And what kinds
of decisions sill the new institutions make'
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,Siundd it [the unitersul,1 limit its eniollineilt to capable Sill-
denh- uho could as ,st iii Its research and devel,pment2
S11011h1 11 reduce its teaching function, in fai or of reseatch
and recruit its 61, illy acconlingly'l ,Should a construe its
service obligations as met by selling its servo es? Should its
researc h and detelopment be guided by market consulera-



tions2 Should it Alf, toward «rtporate forms of, got emance
and management? (Aslanian and Briekell 1981, p. 18).

University autonomy and its importance to the etfecmeness
of academe are also relevant. As an example. the liaison be-
tween Whitehead and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
gave Whitehead d substantial voice in decisions about hiring
faculty (Kenney 1986, p. 51). The potential for conflict of in-
terest between academic and nonaeademi_ goals in this research
relationship is high:

Clearly, it [the research relationship/ raises the question of
whether the new faculty members ~rill be chosen to 'rico the
university's institutional and educational needs or be se-
lected to meet the research needs of the if 7ilichead institute
(Caldert 1983. pp. 28-29).

Although some critics argue that institutional autonomy
harms economic development by decreasing academic respon-
siveness to the marketplace., autonomy can also assist economic
development. Economic needs change over time. and practices
that seem irrelevant one year are in high demand the next. In-
stitutional autonomy helps ensuie that the intellectual capacity
will be available when needed. For example. two decades ago
Johns Hopkins University closed its School of Engineering in
response to a glut of engineers in the marketplace. If other in-
stitutions had followed suit. the current shortage of engineers
and engineering faculty might be much woise.

Autonomy is also related to credibility. The recent example
of the University of Rochester's business program denying, ad-
mission to a qualified stujent because he w orked for d rival of
Eastman Kodak. the major finah,:il contlibutoi to the school,
raised questions about th intearay of the faculty and their pro-
grams ("University of Rochester 1987). If the umersity is
perceived to alter its missions in the pursuit Of funding, its idle
as a relatively disinterested pioducer of knowledge may he
threatened (Carley 1988: Weiner 1982).

These questions and issues necess,,iily depend nil ideology
and, it is hoped, some type of evidence. In either case.
industry-university relationships, both singly and cumulatively.
can affect the institution as a whole.
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ASSESSING THE IMPACT

In 1982, the ,ationa Science Foundation (NSF) recommended
'nat researchers examine the impact of industry-university liai-
sons on undergraduate and graduate curricula, faculty activities,
and academic disciplines (1982b, p. 2). These questions about
impact and effectiveness remain largely unanswered. Although
traditional liaisons, such as continuing education, are assessed
regularly (Houle 1980), few eN aluations of industry-university
research riationships exist. Since 1982, NSF and other na-
tional associations increasingly have become advocates, arguing
for increased links between business and higher education
rather than evaluation of existing relationships (National Re-
search Council 1985b; National Science Board 1986; National
Science Foundation 1982b). For industry-university research
relationships, assessment remains the missing ingredient
(BusinessHigher Education Forum 1988a, 1988b).

Initial Considerations
The first step in evaluating industry-Lime' SIIV research relation-
ships is to understand their complexity and to select a focus for
assessment.

Undergo, 4ing the complexity
Evaluating industry-university research relationships is made
difficult by the number of mechanisms used (Branscomb 1984,
p. 43). These mechanisms range from small-scale technical as-

sistance projects to large-scale, long-term coil'Iborative research
agreements. Evaluative approaches useful for one mechanism
may not be applicable another, making development of a
uniform procedure problematic.

Assessmznt is also made complex by the range of audiences,
often including state and federal government officials, indu:,-
trial readers, academic administrators, faculty, ano students.
These audiences can have different expectations, and they can
select different criteria to judge the outcome of a research
relationship.

Distinct organizational perspectives also complicate evalua-
tion of industry-university research alliances. For example, an
academic administrator expects the impact or effectiveness of a
collaborative agreement to be judged differently by individuals
at distinct hierarchical levelsextrainstitutional, institutional,
college or school, department or program, organized research
unit, project, and individual faculty and students.

Finally, evaluation is made complex by the multiple effeLts

For industry-
university
relationships,
assessment
remains the
missing
ingredient.
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resulting from thy. same relationship. A single collaboiative
agreement may benefit faculty and students in one or more
ways, while harming them in others. Assessing the cumulative
effect of an industry -uniersity agreement is seldom stra ght-
forward.

Selecting the focus
For evaluating industry-univeisity alliances, four components
are relevant: description, impact, effectiveness, and cost-
effectiveness. All evaluations have a descriptive component,
which includes a list of participants, their activities, and so
on. Once described, information about the impact of the liaison
on a variety of factors, including compatibility with academic
and industrial functions, is important.

A third question concerns the effectiveness of the collabora-
tive agreement: Did the agreement reach its goals? If product
development was a goal, how many products were developed?
If encouraging spinoff companies was an aim, how many were
created? Did projects designed to enhance the training of indus-
trial scientists do so?

Once questions about eff,2ctiveness are answered, one ques-
tion remains: Was the liaison cost-effective? Was the invest-
ment made by Monsanto Corporation in research agreements
with Washington University and Harvard University, for exam-
ple, a cost-effective approach to gain useful results? Cost-
effectiveness applies both to the corporate partner and to the
academic institution. Particularly problematic is the calculation
of monetary returns in complex research relationships. Unfortu-
nately, academic institutions, which have shown little inclina-
tion or ability to calculate costs and benefits, often fail to
consider cost-effectiveness at all.

To assess impact, effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, the
evaluation should clistingaish between duect and indirect re-
sults. For example, a partnership might benefit a student di-
iectly by providing funds for a graduate assistantship. The
corporate partner might benefit indirectly from the student's
making a discovery on his or her own, quite apart from the re-
search agreement. The discovery might not have occurred had
the student left school for financial reasons.

Another important distinction is between short-term and
long-term effects. A research agreement might result in sub-
stantial short-term returns that have no long-lasting benefits for
either partite'. Conveiselyi particular collaborative agreement



may show littl..:1:,:nent immediately but over time demonstrate
long-term benefits.

The intent of the assessment is also relevant. If the purpose
is to improve the operation of a research agreement, a forma-
tive assessment is relevant. In this approach, the intent is to
identify problems and make recommendations for improve-
ments. In contrast, the intent of a summattve assessment is to
judge whether or not the industry-university relationship
achieved desired results cost-effectively.

Once these distinctions are understood and appropriate
choices made, the selection of audience(s), appropriate hierar-
chical levels, and relevant criteria follows. These choices arc
not easy; the alternatives are extensive. Consider the following
alternative foci for an evaluation of industry-university research
agreements: (1) by discipline across institutions (e.g., the over-
all impact of industry-university agreements on biotechnology);
(2) by institution irrespective of discipline, i.e., the cumulative
effect of relations with industry on an academic institution; (3)
by discipline within the institution (e.g., computer science at
the Pennsylvania State University); (4) ...omparative assessment
between disciplines within an institution (e.g., direct and indi-
rect effects of an industry-university arrangement on different
departments); (5) by location in an institution (e.g., organized
research unit versus department-like structure); (6) across all in-
stitutions and disciplines, i.e., national summative assessment
for academic institutions; (7) by type of agreement; (8) by cor-
porate partner; (9) by specific field within the corporate part-
ner; (10) by field across all participating corporate partners;
(11) across industry, i.e., national summative assessment for
industry; (12)1w state; (13) by discipline within the state; (14)
by type of agreement within the state; (15) across states, i.e.,
national summative assessment across states; (16) by region;
(17) by discipline within the legion; (18) by type of agreement
within the region; and (19) actors regions, i.e., national sum-
illative assessment across regions.

The choice of audience, hierarchical level, summatiye or
formative format, and so on affects the selection of criteria for
the evaluation.

Criteria
Criteria for evaluating industr-university iesearch liaisons can
be classified into 'menial and ext..rnal categories based on their
relationship to the academe participant.
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Internal criteria
Internal criteria focus on five areas: the research agreement, fac-
ulty, students, departments and programs, and the institution.

The research agreement. The relative importance of the goals
of a research agreement determine criteria. Criteria might in-
clude development of products; attainment of patents, copy-
rights, and licenses; and increased professional training of
participants. To determine cost-effectiveness, the value of these
outcomes is compared with the ;Mal costs of investment.

Faculty. For faculty, the principal interest is the impa:t of the
collaborative agreement on workload and activities. Outcomes
might include percent of time spent oil research, teaching, ad-
vising, and service both before and during participation in the
research agreement; change in total workload; and number of
activ:,ies added or dropped as a result of participating in the
research arrangement. Perceptions of the effect on academic
freedom, including choice of research topic and freedom of
publication, instruction and advising, and quality of academic
programs are also relevant.

Students. To assess the effect of industry-university research
liaisons on graduate students, criteria would include the extent
of students' participation in relevant research projects and the
ability of students to complete degree programs in a timely
fashion. For the few undergraduate students involved ir
industry-university research alliances, relevant outcomes center
on instructional quality.

Departments and programs. For academic departments, the
impact of industry-university alliances on gra& e and under-
graduate instruction is important. Criteria might include
changes in faculty time spent on instruction and student- faculty
interaction and the extent and types of changes ill curricula.
Also relevant are indications of ,tudents' having problems
completing degree programs as a direct or indirect result of
industry-university research relationships.

The effect on ability to recruit students and faculty also is
important to heads of departments and programs. Of special
importance is whether or not industry- university research agree-
ments make a department more or less appealing to potential
faculty and students.
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Finally, indications of ebanges in program quality resulting
directly or indirectly from industry-university collaborative ar-
rangements are of interest. Indicators might include several
before-and-after measurements, including reputational assess-
marts by ou.side experts (e.g., Jones, Lindzey, and Coggeshall
198.ea, 1982b, 1982c, 1982d; Roose and Anderson 1970) and

selectivity by students (e.g., Astm and Solomon 1979). More
comprehensive internal assessments might incorporate several
measures of change in institutional resources, faculty members

achievements, quality of students, program efficiency, clients'

satisfaction. and external reputation (Blackburn and Lingenfel-
ter 1973; Clark, Hartnett, and Baird 1976; Fairweather 1988;

Webster 1986).

The institution. Th.. cumulative effect of industry - university
res "arch relationships, either singly or in combination, is rele-

vant to institutional decision makers. Criteria for assessing ef-
fectiveness might include changes in expenditures fur resettle!)
and development, improvement in facilities, enhanced ability to
recruit faculty and students, generation of new programs, and
enhanced reputation of the institution and its programs.

To judge impact, institutional leaders requite data about
changes in procedures for granting tenure and promoting fac-

ulty; evidence of a shift in the faculty's behavior toward or
away from basic research, applied research, and instruction;
and complaints about conflicts with academic freedom and pub-

lication. An indication of the effectiveness of contractual pro-
mimes in resolving potential conflicts on patent rights and

royalties is also relevant. Finally, determining the amount and

source of internal funds invested in industry-university research

agreements is important to assess the in,titutionk ide impact of

the research agreement(s).

External criteria
Most external criteria for ,Aaluating incastr-umersity reseateh

liaisons focus on the social and economic benefits of the rela-

tionship. Some academies has e at :2.11eLI that the duect economic
benefits of the university to society, such as through tax reve-
nues, are substantial. When indlreet social benefits, such as
providing educated cm7ens for our democracy. are included.
the contribution of academe to society is immeasurable (Bowen

1977) Others argue that the traditumal concept of education as
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a ''social good" IN no longer adequate in a highly competitive
international econom (Omura. Ileaton, and Melville 1988).

Se\eral models have been developed to mcasure the eco-
nomic and soc,al impact of academe on society, focusing 00
indi\ulual institutions (e.g., 1.yall and Montoya 1981), states
(('alifornia Postsecondary Education Commission 1984; Van
Patter 1973); and the nation (('al fie and Isaacs 1971). Each
,loss ,, a substantial positis e influence of higher education on
the cc:0110111v. but in each case. measurement of 4:set) the most
direct economic benefit is problematic, relrng to a large de-
gree on the anal)st's assumptions.

ce01101111e piesstires has e led main inteiested parties
to judge Indust! eisit ,:search liaisons 1., their immediate
economic impact (Brooks 1984, p. 20). One focus is the im-
pact of the collaboratRe afiangement on the \yolk force. such
as eulence of upgraded hauling, academic piograms modified
in response to changes in the econom, and production of grad-
uates in relevant fields. For some relationships, the number of
!modals des eloped is the principal measure I success. For
others, creation of spinoff companies and increased employ-
ment are standards for success. I he Ben Franklin Partnership in
PennsIvania, for example, specifies three measures of sueces
11 the creation and maintenance of jobs in Pennsylvania, (2

impimed business productis ind (3) di.ersification of the
state's economy by cleating no\ high-technology companies
and attracting industr\ from Lithe! states (( oiporation for Penn
State 19S61

This emphasis short -term economic impact seems map-
plOpirate and unicalistic. Assessing the societal benefits of col-
leges and universities is difficult because academic institu'ions
has e multiple missions, mans scoh a long-term foLds. It iS
Mainl in the long run that out:lice of the eco.lonnc and 4ocial
benefits of ins esting in higher education is clear (Rosenivcig
and f mlington 1982). requiring evaluations of industry-
111115 eisit irsc,reh lilationships to Inl.'01110I,Ik: a historical
Ill-IVO:II\ C.

OnNIller I\\ 0 examples of iescoich .Lief merits designed to
enhance regional empkiment. In the first, a research agree-
ment appears successful because four start-up companies are
des elope: v ithin tv 0 ears. I Ise eats later, hkmeser, none of
the start ip companies have stirs lyk.'d and f4.\\ , it any, ins en-
tions have been des eloped. I he apparent short -term success of
this collabotatie agicenient is illifsol.
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In the second example. a he-scar research agreement fails
to establish a single start-up company. The training of aca-
demic and industrial participants is so ontstamimg, es er.

that 15 }ears later. sekeral participants are able to establish ness
companies. The apparent failure of this agreement is illusory.

At issue is hether short-term return on imestment is an
appropriate measure of success for the economic contributions
of industry-unnersity partnerships. Mans state and federal lead-
ers and some businessmen seem to accept return on ink estment
as the principal criterion for measuring the success of these re-
lationships. One obserker strongly disagrees. Ilim es er.

Imestment ro drielop nett business opportunities in the solu-
tion of social problems is much Prune like intestine i it hing-
range research and del elopment than it is like ton Cstment in
new nianufactwing facilities. To as that such investments
must he required to slum a return in the long run is quite
different from asking that its proponents demonstrate a
highly probable return purr to the undertaking of the proj-
ect (Brooks 1984. p. 141.

Of particular concern is the locus on the universit as the
partner N% ho must alter its hehas ior to meet the changing needs
of the economy and to ensure the economic benefits of partner-
ships kkitlf industry. The ability of the industrial partner to ab-
sorb and use technological developments is esen more crucial
to achio ing economic benefit trom industry-unik ersitk alliances
(Chmura. Henton. and Nielkille i9S8. p. 29: Feller 1981.

Entrepreneurship and lltg,her Ldwation S3
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LESSONS FOR ACADEMIC, CORPORATE,
AND GOVERNMENT LEADERS

To increase understanding of the at-let\ of industry-unRersitv
liaisons and their complexity. this monograph has described the

emergence and expansion of alliances bef.\\ een business and

higher education in the past &Lade. prLscnted the ideological

agLndas and moth Anig factors behind this emergence. elabo-

rated the k arietv of mechanisms and purposes of these liaisons.

described the eompatibilit of relationships \kith industry for

academic functions, and identified alternane appioaches to as-

sessment. including rele\ant criteria for measuring impact. ef-
fectiveness, and cost-effectiveness. This section examines
implications of the literature ref desk to assist academic. corpo-

rate. and goernment leaders in understanding existing industry
universlt\ arrangements and in preparing fir future ones.

Generic Lessons
Man lessons transcend role and constituenc . appling quail\
to leaders from go ailment. industrl. and academe. The five
most important of these lessons are described in the follo\ing

paragraphs.

Nature of science and innovation
Investment in science and in industr-university relationships

designed to enhance it is better imed as a matter of faith tem-

pered by past evidence of success rather than as a rational cost-

benefit economic decision. An scientific or creative endeaor
is to some extent a nuttur of chance: results are seldom guaran-

teed. Sometimes an industry-uni ersit, research relationship

may achieve desired results: sometimes it may not. Sometimes

the results skill justify the cost: sometimes they \kill not. Some-

times an innov atm e idea can be turned into a useful product:

sonktimes it cannot.

The plain fact is that nn one knolls ;m to cumulate unzot a-

(ion or Ithethet, indeed, it is an. mole ;Ike& to be legislated
utto being than is an oti :r c ream e act. Nor iv a clear :that

mien cilium if any, enhance the gmitth of productite
relations betiteen pal ties still scan lung lot specific arpres-
sionc of interests that they hold generall ur column (Rosen-

zkele, and Turlingto 11 1952. 56t.

The nature of the scientific enterprise argues against having

unnecessarily high expectations for economic benefits from ank

industry- university alliance. It also argues strongly against

The key to
any industry -
university
relationship is
the match
between
capability and
capacity of
each
participant on
the one hand,
and the goals
and purposes
of the liaison
on the other.
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using a nario \\ time tiain;woik for judging success or failure.
O\ errehance on application also ma-, nrON.e counterproductise:
More than halt of the recent discosenes in biomedical Science
resulted trom basic research nes er intended for application
iComroe and Dripps

These lessons has e mea ling for the structure, locus. and
coals of industrs-unisersits Abose all. the argue for
des eloping reasonable evectations based on an understanding
of hoss science and innosat On occui.

Genera II:ability: A mistaken concept
In describing the puTpoited s iceess of then ;tt,.its. some adso-
eatcs present guidelines for establishing silt eesstul
um\ ersit\ relationships. To generate interest and enthusiasm.
:hes; presentaoons invaflabl\ i nco'arage others to follow suit.

et the es idence indicates that most. it not all. of the luchls
high-technolog research agreements. such as those at

Stanford l msersits. \Nashingtor, Universits,and Massachusetts
Institute of Technolog.. are in their current locations for a
reason. Not mans others can do it (National Science Founda-
tion 1(k2b. p. 25). As discussed later. des eloping successful
industrs-unis;rsit arrangements 1, a function of capacity and
talent as much \\ ill and desire. For cumple. the popularity
of biotechnolous has led 5L\ eral states and universities to call
for creation of hlOteC1111010* reseaich centers to further eco-
nomic do.elopment. The arguments arc based on perceised
benefit rathei than on assessment of required i..sources. With-
out sufficient Lieults. students. financial resources. and indust-
rial interest. hoe cr. the effort cannot succeed (Caries 1988:
Public Polies Center 19861,

Capacity and goals: The crucial match
[he kes to an industi -urns ersit relationship is the match be-
\seen capabilits and capacit\ of eae n paiticipant. on the one

hand. and the goals and purposes of the liaison. on the other
I98S; Friedman and Friedman 151. requiring an oh-

let:to.; assessment bs both paincipants of ielanse stiengths
and weaknesses. Sell - assessment ciucial both to under -
stand the likelihood of success gis, a current eapabilities and
to identify additional resources needed to make a specific

rangement ss ork.

Deciding the relanse importanee of goals is also important.
Industr ersits agreements otter e Jesse(' as fulfilling
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multiple objeen% es. Nir hied die 1110,4 'mpoltstnt ' It resources arc

limited, which goals should be emph ' Without deciding
the relatit e importance of goals and t .ing the decision to etude

tic:mines and allocate iesoutees, .t relationship mat plot: sue-
cessful Ailed littIL bt participants %%lute f.lilung to
meet more important object\ es.

The end goal is for each parti..smn: and sponsoring aeene\
to develop t relevant, ieasonable, and well-understood rational.:
for participating in an alliance, including identification of rea-

sonable tApectation toi outcomes and appropriate criteria for

judging impact and ,lieCess

Preserving diwnenveness and irlentilt
phe costs and benefits of indusfrt -unit ersitt ielationships

most often \ let\ ed in the conteAt of the relationship. T\ pical
outcomes include economic benetits. patents and liccusesind
the like. Bet and each relationship, howet er, he tie contribu-

tions made by academic institutions and busily: ses as cancritil
configured to the genet al social and econorr,c welfare. Al-
thoutzit drastic changes to either ft pc of ir,.,titution ni.a) result

particular benefits, such changes ma\ ..;o lessen the abilit\ to
perform traditional functions w ell. It the Cap.:City of unit ersi-
ties to perform basic research, for , sample, is diminished. the

long-term social economic cots mar eAceed the benefits.
Recognition of the distinction ,-,etween academe and industr\

is partieularl important becau,c man\ all\llcates of mdustr\
um\ ersit_t relationshps obscu e the fundamental differences in
mission. Rather. business and InglICI education are \ let\ ed as
two partners m the ,ime c terorise i e.g., Lnton and Elman
197; National Academt of Sciences IQti1). The obtuscation of

the distinction in r11110 is and goals, which historically hat e

not been identical VI' ; Knorr- ('etina 19811, mat ha\ e
negatite consequence.. Unlike industr, academe has main-
tained some distant:, from the changebilit of the mmketplace,

a distance that has allotted colleges and unit ersmes to retain

expeinse and cap .cuts 111 areas that nugl- emerge again t eats

later. 1s menu() led \ iousl\ , the Amelican eeonom\ would

be substantially worse tod,\ if most colleges and tuns cr,nic,,
responded 21) tears ago to an Os eisupplt of engmeeis b\ . clos-

ing their sch ob., of engineering. \hiking umtersities more re-
sponsic to the marketplace mar result in desirable economic
benefits, bat negant e consequences are also possible. en

the little vidence of substantial economic benefits from

bump, new dui) and hglter 1 du( 010,0 S7
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industry-unAersity relationships to date, careful consideration
of these broader costs and benefits is especially important:

Perhaps colleges and companies ought to stop short of tak-
ing each other's forms and functions, seeking instead to do
what each can do best and cooperating with the other to
complement their natural fiincuons (Aslaman and Brickell
1981, pp. 18-19).

Assessment: The forgotten factor
Virtually any analysis of industry-university relationships,
whether descriptive or evaluative, would make decision making
more effective. Rather than spending time addressing all poten-
tial threats to academic freedom, academic administrators
would prefer to focus on a smaller namber of demonstrably
positive and negative factors. Advocates of industry-university
alliances would benefit from know ing which relationships work
best and should receive more resources. Given the extent of in-
vestment, the lack of evaluative or even descriptive data on
these relationships is disheartening; continued failure to fund
necessary research is unsupportable.

Lessons for State and Federal Governments
Two additional lessons exist for state and federal officials con-
cerning the relationship between industry-university liaisons and
economic development and the importance of governmental
funding.

Economic development
Many governmental officials view academic institutions as re-
quiring prodding to assist industry in reviving the national
economy. The success of industry-university liaisons, however,
depends equally on the ability of the corporate partner to ab-
sorb and use the technical innovations resulting from the liaison
(Feller 1988). The assumption that alliances between busi-
ness and higher education will make industry more innova-
tive is probably unwise; more direct attentiot on industry is a
better bet.

The role of industry-university research relationships in the
production process is also often misunderstood. Even if poten-
tial products are identified in joint industry-university research
projects, the manufacturing, production, and sales processes are
clearly in the realm of the industrial partner. Again, the ability
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of the industual paroler to capitalize on the mention. not the
ability of the collaborative research pioject to produce ideas. is
crucial to achieving economic benefits.

In establishing programs to encourage Indus:TA-um ersitv
partnerships, state officials Ir to target econ'omic benefits to
specific regions or to the state as a w hole. The abilit of a state
or its regions a) capture the economic benefits resulting from
an alliance between business and higher education is not
straightforward. For example, a particular liaison formed to
benefit regional agriculture might instead produce a new chemi-
cal compound later found useful in treating cancer. If the state
lacks prominent pharmaceutical or chemical companies. the
economic benefits will go to states that ha%e such industries
(Public Policy Center 19860.

The federal government as funding agent
Although industrial funding of academic research has risen sub-
stantially, the vast majority of funding for academic research
conies from the federal government (National Science Board
1987). Despite the appeal of industr-university relationships as
vehicles for lessening the need for federal and state funds, the
likelihood of such a change is minimal: If the present level
of academic research is to he maintained, the principal burden
will fall on the public purse, federal and state" (Branscomb
1984, p. 46).

Providing funds fur e%,d,,:',)g industry-university 'elation-
ships also o be useful. The lack of evaluative data makes
decisions about the utilit of industry-imersit relationships
difficult.

Lessons for Industry
Industrial leaders often are surprised that academic institutions
do not operate in a "business-like fashion." Decisions reit:\ ant
to industry-university alliances often are in the hands of fac-
ulty, not central administrators. Faculty may not respond to di-
rectives, instead pursuing lines of inquiry of personal interest.
Extrim ic rewards found successful in i idustry, such as finan-
cial incentives. can be metfectie with faculty. As a group.
faculty are motivated primarily by intrinsic rewards, such as
intellectual stimulation, prestige, and respect of peers (Mc-
Keachie 1979, p. 20).

The cultural differences between industry and academe, of
which faculty's motivation is only one, are substantial. Under-
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standing these ditterenLes betine negotiation is an important
step in touring A LICC,:011.11 11.11011

Lessons for Academe
Additional lessons I'm academe leadeis interested in part
nerships with industr focus on institutional polic, self-
assessment, negotiation. and the nature of the ielationship.

Institutional policy
Forming institutional polio for liaisons with industry cm en-
sUle the reser\ anon of academe goals more effectixel than
lean mg faculty and departments to strike then own bargains
case b Lase. Success of a central polio depends on delop-
ing a clear mission statement betoie contract negotiations begin
iCaldeit 1983, p. 3(1).

Self-asses.smem
Lnderstanding the capabilities and capacity of the academic in-
stitution betme entering a relationship ss ith industry is tunda-
mental to success (Caile 1988, p. 28). Assessing relative risk
is also impoitant: using internal funds to support high-risk ven-
tures ss ith limited probabilities of -cairn may not be advisable.

assareness of mott anon is crucial. Pursuing funds with-
out a well-understood policy and set of goals and an undeistand-
ing of the potential etteLt on academic activities increases the
likelrhood of negative Lonsequences tot the academic partner.

Negottation
\cadmic admmistratois ss ho has c wolked ss ith industr's previ-

ously and who understand the cultural Lhtferences between
business and academe are more likely to negotiate agreements
consistent with academic goals (Richter 1984, pp. 16-17). Also
impoitnt is an understanding that highly visible potential con-
flicts, such as patent rigLs, are more easily dealt with contrite-
tualk than are more subtle conflicts, such as undesirable
Lhanges in faculty behavior. The latter conflicts require a well-
formulated policy and easeful institutional placement of individ-
ui.ls woiking on the industry-university agreement.

Vature of the relationship
oherent policies are necessary but not sufficient ingredients in

ensuring Lompatible successful industry -universit relationships
(Hansen 1983, p. 116). Sonic agreements may be incompatible
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with the utilversIt and regardless of

Short-term appli,:d research plojects 1wit.i a focusocus on !nodal
development ale one evimpie Ittss: Rosenzweig and
Turlington 1982. p.

Some commentators argue that placement of an industi
university partnei ship w hose compatibilit with academic
values is questionable in a peripheral organized research unit
can piotect academic values and goals (e.g.. Baba 198). The
evidence suggests, how eer. that placement in an organized re-
search unit supports academic goals and Values only when the
unit is committed to academic goals and values (Friedman and
Friedman 1984. p. 30). In this light. placement of an industr),-
unmersity partnership reflects a choice of alues. If neither the
goals of the agreement nor the values of the peripheral unit are
strongly compatible with academic 'dues. placing the agree-
ment in a peripheral organization will not enhance academic
values. If anything, such placement reinforces the separation of
the peripheral organization from the college or university.

Finally, most industi -university relationships potentially
contain costs and benefits for the college or university; the
overall impact should be the concern of the academic adminis-
trator. Although the short-urm benefits of some relationships
with industry may be attractive. as these relationships move ac-
ademic institutions toward application and pioduct develop-
ment. their relative ad antage disappears:

In applied FCSCatch and development, universities face stoung
competition from idustrt, ,t,,overnment labotatonec, and
nonprofit research labol«tones and hate few comparatne
cult-c ntages in relation to these pertOrmer,s (National Science

Foundation 19821). p. 21).

Above all, universities should retain the capacit to do what
no other organization does as well: namely. to provide a broad
liberal education for the populace. to tram future professionals.
and to combine basic research and instruction in the search for
and dissemination of knowledge. Relationships with industry
that enhance other goals without !miming these basic functions
may prove beneficial to a varietv audiences. The social costs
of industry-imersity relationships th it diminish the capacity of
academic institutions to address tunda mental. distinct missions
may exceed the sum of their bei (Ans. apm,eei
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ASHE-ERIC HIGHER EDUCATION REPORTS

Since 1983, the Association for the Study of Higher Education (ASIIE) and the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education. a sponsored project of the School of
Education and Human Development at the George Washington University, have
cosponsored the ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report series. The 1988 series
is the seventeenth overall, with the American Association for Higher Education
having served as cosponsor betore 1983

Each monograph is the defwuse analysis of ; tough higher education
problem. based on thorough research of pertinent literature and institutional
experiences. After topics are identified by a national sun e noted practitioners
and scholars write the reports, with experts rtA la, mg each manuscript before
publication

Eight monographs (10 monographs before 1985) in the ASIIE -ERIC Higher
Education Report series are published each year, Amiable indwidually or by
subscription. Subscription to eight issues is S60 regular. S50 for members of
AERA, AAHE, and AIR; S40 for members 01 ASHE (add 510 00 for postage
outside the United Stated.

Prices for single copies, including 4th class postage and handling, are 515.00
regular and 511.25 for members of AERA. AAIIE, AIR, and ASIIE (510 00
regular and S7 50 for members for 1985 to 1987 reports, 57.50 regular and
S6.00 for members for 198? and 1984 reports, 56.50 regular and 55.00 for
members for reports published before 1983). If faster postage is desired for
U.S. and Canadian orders, add SI.00 for each publication ordered; overseas,
add S5.00. For VISA and MasterCard payments. include card number,
expiration date, and signature. Orders under S25 must be prepaid. Bulk
discounts are available on orders of 15 or more reports (not applicable to
subscriptions). Order from the Publications Department. ASHE-ERIC Higher
Education Reports, The George Washington Unnersay. One Dupont Circle,
Suite 630, Washington, D C. 20036-1183, or phone us at 202'296-2597. Write
for a publications list of all the Higher Education Reports available

1988 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

I The Invisible Tapestry Culture in American Colleges and I_ nix ersines

George D. Kull and LItzabeth J tt hat

2. Critical Thinking, Ihcorv. Research. Practice, and Possibilities
Joanne Gamer: Ku, ass

3. Developing Academic Programs l he Climate for Innovation
Darnel T Seymour

4 Pccr 'leaching To Teach Is to Learn I cc ice

Neal lilunnan

5. Higher Education and State Governments Renewcd Partnership.
Cooperation, or Competition'

Edit ard 1? limes

6 Entrepreneurship and Higher Education I ey,ons for ColIctges.

Ulric ersities, and Industry
James S Famteather

1987 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

1 Incentive Early Retirement Programs for Faculty Inno ative Responses
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to a Changing Environment
Jay L. Chi-tnsies and Thomas R Kepi*, Jr.

2. Working Effectively with 1 rustees Building Cooperative
Leadership

Barbata h Dolor

3 Formal Recognition of Fmployer-Sponsored Instructi. . Conflict and
Collegiality in Postsecondary Education

.1ancy S. Noah and Elizabeth Hass ihotne

4 Learning Styles Implications for Improving Educational Practices
Charles S Clamon and Manila II ,\Iurrell

5 Higher Education Leadership. Enhancmo. Skills through Professional
Development Programs

Sharon .4 ,'k Dade

Higher Education and the Public 1 rust Improving Stature in Colleges and
Universities
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